“Soon, a glorious new barn will assume the duties and responsibilities of its forebearers.”

On the cover: Beginning in the 1950s, Lamplighter’s founders developed a campus, a curriculum, and a community that focused on giving students a strong foundation. An important part of that was a barn with chickens and animals that provided various ways of educating students. Lamplighter’s new barn, enhanced with a unique and dynamic design, shown on the cover, opens this fall. Thanks to the community support of the comprehensive fund-raising Campaign, a result of the School’s Strategic Plan, Trustees and Administrators considered the students and their needs now and into the future. Read more on page 8.
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Dear Lamplighter Community:

The opening of this 63rd school year of The Lamplighter School has been the best ever! Our days with your sons and daughters are truly joyful. Students, faculty, and staff have settled into that familiar hum of school life. I am pleased to report that the construction project is fully in process, and both the barn and Innovation Lab are scheduled to open this school year with the farm animals joining the chickens at the appointed time after construction. With guidance from the Board of Trustees, we are not only meeting but also exceeding the majority of the goals identified in the Strategic Plan.

The work in which the school is engaged could not have been initiated without a strong and positive school culture where input from the community is expected and encouraged. At a time when norms, mores, and culture are sometimes unclear, The Lamplighter School culture is clear and serves as both an anchor and guiding star as we move forward.

The School beckons every member of the community to be part of something big, and yes, something very important; that is, the education of our students. The care that is taken in the development of the curriculum ensures that the proper amount of emphasis is placed upon both core and special-area subjects thereby creating an integrated whole. This stability allows faculty and students alike to pilot new ways of teaching and learning.

The social-emotional curriculum is given equal emphasis, and for the youngest learners, it is arguably “the curriculum.” The culture of our school incorporates the values of community. Families new to Lamplighter report that “Lamplighter pulls you in from the very beginning. Parents are invited to join and participate in everything.” Many family friendships begin when students are in the Early Childhood program and become lifelong.

Lamplighter is a school where new thinking and innovation has been championed since its founding.

Lamplighter is a school where new thinking and innovation have been championed since its founding. Current research defines eight characteristics to better understand the mindset of the innovator: The first characteristic is empathy, the ability to emotionally connect with others. Second, innovators are problem-finders. They tend to notice when processes, procedures, or items do not work as well as they could. Problem-finders start with lots of questions and almost always end with a theory that will eventually become an answer. Third, many innovators are risk takers. When given the choice, more often than not the person with the mindset of an innovator will select a different path over the beaten path. Fourth, innovators network with others. A fifth characteristic of an innovator is the keen ability to observe.

The sixth, seventh, and eighth characteristics are creativity, resilience, and the ability to reflect on past successes and challenges. Our students are definitely developing the mindset of an innovator. The project-based learning and human-centered design thinking work in which we are engaged with our partner in education, Southern Methodist University, will enable us to further expand upon this way of knowing in our students.

We are off and running! Our students are engaged in purposeful learning, and I cannot wait to report on our progress.

Sincerely,

Joan Buchanan Hill, Ed. D.
Head of School
Dear Lamplighter Community:

I am delighted to be serving as Chair of the Lamplighter Board of Trustees this year. Having been a Lamplighter parent for 16 years and in my sixth year of service on the Board in a variety of roles, I began my Board Chair term last May. My business experience is in the financial industry, and in addition to my work with Lamplighter, I currently serve on the boards of Holy Angels Residential Facility and KIPP DFW Charter Schools.

My husband Russell and I have two daughters and a son. My daughter Sloane (2008), graduated from Hockaday last spring and is a freshman at the University of Texas at Austin, majoring in a combination of Honors Business and Plan II. Shea (2011) is a sophomore at Hockaday and is currently abroad on Swiss Semester; and our youngest, John, is very much enjoying his senior year here at Lamplighter.

It is an honor and pleasure to serve at such an exciting time in Lamplighter’s history. In 2011, our Lamplighter community became proud owners of the land and buildings we currently occupy. As many of you may remember, the Board of Trustees and Head of School partnered with Lamplighter’s constituencies in 2012 and created a strategic plan entitled “Lighting Our Path” as a guidepost to identify and address needs. Students and faculty were our inspiration as we launched our resulting “Igniting Young Minds for a Lifetime of Learning Campaign to Fund People, Place, and Programs” capital campaign. The Campaign is well underway; and everyone in our community will have an opportunity to participate and help make the strategic vision a reality. Through the ongoing hard work of so many in our Lamplighter community, the innovative vision outlined in the strategic plan will come to fruition this school year. Exciting times indeed!

Our Igniting Young Minds Campaign proceeds will increase our endowment, improve our programs, and expand our marvelous campus with the new Barn and Innovation Lab. A cruise around the beautiful new ring road offers a terrific view of the facility improvements that are well underway. While there is still a bit of work needed to complete the gambrel-style barn with its cantilevered chicken coop, we are getting very close. This modern barn will house up to forty-five chickens and include areas for egg processing and refrigeration, computer stations for data recording, and a storage loft. There will also be an adjacent pen to welcome our precious farm animals back from their world tour.

My family and I cherish Lamplighter, and we are excited about its future. Thank you for the opportunity to be involved.

With Lamplighter spirit,

Sarah Weinberg
Board Chair

The Campaign has already allowed us to increase our endowment, improve our programs, and expand our marvelous campus with the new Barn and Innovation Lab.
Dr. Kelvin Baggett  
Certified by the American Board of Internal Medicine, Dr. Kelvin Baggett completed his training in internal medicine at Yale University and his dual fellowships as a general internal medicine fellow at Duke University and as a Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholar at Johns Hopkins University. In addition to his medical education, he also earned his M.P.H. from the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and an M.B.A. from the Fuqua School of Business at Duke University. Nationally recognized as a leading physician executive in healthcare, Dr. Baggett has spent his career improving the quality, safety, and efficiency of clinical performance and patient outcomes at acute care hospitals and surgery centers around the country. Outside of medicine, Dr. Baggett has also gained education-related experience through his advisory work with the Perot Museum of Nature & Science, the St. Philip’s School, and the Duke University Fuqua School of Business. He and his wife Dia have two children, Lael and Caleb.

Dr. Steven Clark ’88  
A native of Dallas, Dr. Steven Clark attended both Lamplighter and the Greenhill School before receiving his Bachelor of Science degree in Biology from Morehouse College in 2000. He returned to Texas to attend medical school at UT Southwestern and to start his formal surgical training at Methodist Dallas Medical Center, where he completed a five-year general surgery residency and held the position of chief resident his senior year. After completing the first round of his surgical education, Dr. Clark continued to demonstrate his passion for his profession by completing two additional fellowships in hand surgery and plastic surgery at UT Southwestern and Tulane University, respectively. In addition to his advanced training at some of the nation’s most prestigious institutions, he has also authored numerous journal articles and presented research at various industry conferences. Proud parents of a daughter and twin boys, Dr. Clark and his wife Sharon enjoy a rich family life at their home in Carrollton.

Margaret Hirsch ’89  
As the President of the Hirsch Family Foundation, Margaret Hirsch has been a passionate advocate for programs that work to support a child’s ability to obtain a meaningful education. She currently serves on a number of education-related boards throughout the Dallas area and formerly worked as the Executive Director of Government Relations for the National Math and Science Initiative, a national non-profit dedicated to improving student performance in science, technology, engineering, and math fields. Prior to her extensive work involving education, Hirsch also practiced law at Hughes & Luce in Dallas after receiving her J.D. from the University of Texas at Austin, earning her B.A. from Princeton University, and most importantly, after graduating from The Lamplighter School in 1989.

Bill Payne  
Bill Payne graduated from Washington and Lee University in 1988 with a B.S. in Business Administration and Accounting and earned his M.B.A. from Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management in 1993. Since 2009, Payne has served as president of several privately held businesses, including Druid Hills Capital, an investment management firm. Prior to 2009, he worked for Arthur Andersen; Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette; Credit Suisse First Boston; Morgan Stanley; and several other firms, primarily as an investment banker and private equity professional. He and his wife Wendy have been education and mental health advocates supporting various local organizations, including The Rise School of Dallas, The Lamplighter School, The Hockaday School, St. Mark’s School of Texas, The Bridge North Texas, KIPP DFW, and Teach for America. Payne has two children who attended Lamplighter: Katie Payne ’06, who currently attends Duke University, and Whit Payne ’08, who attends St. Mark’s School of Texas; he also has three stepchildren, Blake, Margot, and Michael Poston.
Brenna Lambert,
LPA President
A native of Sioux City, Iowa, Brenna Lambert moved to Dallas in 2000 to work for JCPenney in Plano, after receiving a B.A. in Mass Communications from Northeastern State University in Oklahoma. She began her work at JCPenney in the catalog print area, and then moved over to the digital side to help transition catalog print to jcp.com, ultimately becoming a digital specialist in the national advertising department. Lambert left JCPenney to raise her children and pursue other business interests. She currently runs Brenna Lambert Designs, a jewelry business in which she designs and creates exclusive, hand-crafted jewelry and custom resin photo jewelry. At Lamplighter, Lambert has volunteered in various positions including room parent, Auction Committee member, Carnival Chair, and most recently, President-Elect. Lambert and her husband Will have three children, all of whom attend Lamplighter: Gavin (9) in fourth grade, Gage (6) in first grade, and Brielle (5) in Pre-K.

Katherine Rochelle Wyker, Alumni Council President
Katherine Rochelle Wyker is excited to begin this school year as the President of the Alumni Council. As a graduate of Lamplighter, she went on to attend St. Andrew’s Episcopal School of Austin. She has served as a class agent since 2012. Rochelle Wyker holds a B.A. in Art History and Religion from the University of Mississippi. She is the director of the MARC Foundation which has several focuses including community art and education programs for children. Rochelle Wyker and her husband Austin have a puppy named Barnabus.

The Lamplighter Board of Trustees has appointed Jennifer Mosle as a Life Trustee. The main qualification for a Life Trustee includes demonstrable and meritorious service to the school. “I was honored to be asked,” Mosle said. “Lamplighter holds a special place in my heart, so I look forward to remaining connected to this wonderful institution (until my death do us part...).”

Her relationship with the school first began as a parent when her two children (Kate ’04 and Michael ’08) attended, and Mosle quickly became involved. In her 12-year tenure on the Board of Trustees starting in 2000, Mosle served on the committees for Advancement, Campaign Steering, Strategic Initiatives, and Core Campaign Initiatives.

Mosle’s leadership as chair of a number of important committees has also set her apart. During the four-year campaign to secure the ownership of the campus, Mosle proved “instrumental” throughout the entirety of the process as the Chair of the Land Acquisition Committee, said Sarah Weinberg, current 2016-2017 Board of Trustees Chair.

Mosle’s involvement has also included a number of other notable achievements, such as revising the inclusion statement as Chair of the Diversity Committee and helping to lead the Endowment Initiative from 2006 to 2008 and the Campaign for the Future from 2010 to 2012.

In 2010 she was honored with the 2010 Lamplighter Spirit Award for her contributions, and this recognition assures her continued and highly valued presence at the school.

In recent years, Mosle has worked at Lamplighter as a member of the Strategic Initiatives Committee, and just this last April, she and her husband Jon pledged a generous gift to the School’s Capital Campaign to Fund People, Place, and Programs. Her involvement and support will continue to be felt as Lamplighter heads into an exciting era with the addition of a leading-edge Innovation Lab and newly designed and constructed barn.

Outside of the Lamplighter community, Mosle has served several institutions including The Hockaday School, Educational First Steps, Dallas CASA, and Southwest Medical Foundation.

Mosle cites the school itself as inspiration for her service. “I believe in Lamplighter’s mission and admire its culture,” she remarked, and added, “I will strive to be an excellent ambassador for Lamplighter.”
“Lamplighter’s ‘ubiquitous barn’ has been a source of learning and joy for more than sixty years,” recalls former teacher Sheila McCartor, who said she believes that “despite the varied forms in different locations, it has always been a center of education, excitement, and great enthusiasm.”

Lamplighter’s new barn opens this fall and “promises to be better than ever,” said Dr. Joan Hill, Lamplighter Head of School, who noted that Lamplighter had not expanded its campus in more than 20 years. “There is so much excitement within the Lamplighter community,” according to Dr. Hill, who said the plan includes not only the new barn but also the nearby Innovation Lab, currently under construction.

The new construction is a result of the 2012-17 Lamplighter Strategic Plan that included a fundraising initiative entitled, “A Campaign to Fund People, Place, and Programs: Igniting Young Minds for a Lifetime of Learning.” Using the Strategic Plan as a guidepost, the School’s Trustees considered the students and their needs now and into the future. “Our students are the centerpiece of all plans and provided the inspiration and motivation for the ongoing campaign,” said Dr. Hill, who explained that “the Campaign has allowed us to build the new spaces necessary to extend and improve upon the work that is currently taking place at Lamplighter.”

Because land was needed to build the Innovation Lab, the original barn was dismantled last spring and replaced and enhanced with the unique and dynamic design. A new fenced-in area for the animals and rebuilt chicken coop provide a new and improved home for the 47-year-old Lamplighter Layers program, the School’s signature entrepreneurial chicken-raising and egg-selling corporation managed by the School’s Seniors. Or as Lamplighter alum and current parent Shannon Morse called it, “The special domain of fourth graders going about the serious business of running a growing concern as we tended to our profit center, the chickens!”

While the ‘I-Lab’ will feature a teaching kitchen, an environmental science classroom, a robotics lab, and a woodworking classroom, the 1,625 square foot barn, rebuilt in a modern style compatible with the I-Lab, will also provide ample gathering space for parents, faculty, and administrators. The gambrel-style structure will accommodate up to 45 chickens and will include an area for egg processing, refrigeration, a computer station, as well as an area for recording data, and loft for storage space. The chicken coop is located on the southwest side of the campus, with an adjacent animal pen. To keep with tradition, the barn silhouette was designed “to continue to be the recognizable symbol on campus,” according to architect Marlon Blackwell. Assistant Head for Academics Vicki Raney says it will be “the classic red barn color to ensure that the building will still feel like a real barn in the sense that it will have a better environment for the animals and the chickens will still have a home.”

Blackwell reiterated that the new construction “will feel very Lamplighter because we are paying close attention to what is there already, such as the quality of light in the spaces, the warmth of materials, and the inside-outside
relationships, i.e., the porches.” He described the barn as having its own identity. “It’s very unique… the new structures respond to the geometries of the existing buildings, not just square boxes.” The firm’s project manager, Bradford Payne, said he believes “Lamplighter’s vision for students, the barn, and the curriculum is incredible,” and added, “I think that really informed a lot of the decisions we made.”

Raney emphasized that the barn will have meeting spaces but no classrooms, “meaning that other teachers outside of the environmental science program can also use it.” For example, she explained, “students could do creative writing about nature or even use the space to conduct research for a math class.”

Consistent with the Innovation Lab, she explained that the barn will continue with the theme of ‘making and doing’ in order to learn kinetically rather than just being sedentary. “That requires more space.”

Dr. Hill mentioned that with the new barn’s extra space, it will also be available for events such as Parent Perks and groups including the Lamplighter Parents’ Association. “So every member of the community will have access, not just faculty and students… everyone will get to experience it.”

Both new buildings will continue with the theme of design specifically fit for small children. “Not only did they think about third and fourth graders, but the builders have also considered how three- and four-year-olds might use the spaces,” remarked Early Childhood Director Judith Mullens. Dr. Hill agreed and added that along with the open-air aspect of the classrooms, “The new construction is consistent with the existing buildings on campus.”
Dr. Joan Hill, Lamplighter Head of School, believes the future of innovation in schools rests with strong partnerships with universities, museums, and foundations, “as this is where much of the new thinking is initiated.” She said the partnerships that Lamplighter continues to build, including the Dallas Arboretum, the Perot Museum, and SMU, “strengthen our curriculum and community in multiple ways.”

Recognizing that the Lamplighter partnership with SMU is important to the School’s work, Dr. Hill believes the opening faculty meeting with Dr. Rob Rouse and Professor Katie Krummeck “gave us an opportunity, as a community of learners, to stretch beyond our comfort levels to learn about human-centered design.”

Krummeck recently joined SMU from the ‘d.School’ at Stanford University. Rouse, who focuses his teaching and research efforts on how to design innovative STEM learning environments, looks at the intersection of science and engineering by investigating how design-based learning environments engage students.

Through the associations, Dr. Hill submits that Lamplighter students have greater opportunities for hands-on learning which is emblematic of the Lamplighter experience. “Our partnerships ensure that Lamplighter is offering the very best instructional practices as we instill a love of learning.”

One of these thriving strategic partnerships with SMU, was forged in 2012. In August, Lamplighter faculty and staff engaged with two visionaries from the university in the field of design thinking and maker models of learning. Krummeck, Director of the Deason Innovation Gym (DIG) program at the Lyle School of Engineering, and Rouse, Clinical Assistant Professor with the Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development, are consulting with teams of Lamplighter faculty throughout the year.
According to Dr. Hill, Krummeck and Rouse are helping faculty explore and define what the concepts of design thinking and making mean for Lamplighter. Krummeck describes maker-based education as not just about STEM; rather, “it is a pedagogical approach that supports cognitive, affective, and psycho-motor learning objectives—an approach to teaching and learning that is open-ended, challenge-based, and relevant to the real world. When students ‘make,’ they are intrinsically motivated, engaged in their learning, have to face open-ended ambiguous problems, and actively work to solve them.”

In August, during a workshop at Lamplighter with faculty and staff held the week before school started, Krummeck and Rouse engaged the group in “hands-on making and innovative thinking.” Their goal was to “design a set of experiences meant to inspire and equip the teachers with methods and support for integrating maker-based activities into their own classrooms during this coming school year.”

Becky Walker, a third grade teacher at Lamplighter, said she “was eager to work” with the two, “as we move our focus on maker spaces and design into a more formalized curriculum.” Fourth grade teacher Jody Stout agreed. “Krummeck and Rouse bring unique insight and inspiration to the notion of what the maker movement is.”

The experiences that the two created focused on developing teachers’ skills around prototyping and 3D modeling as well as exposing teachers to their approach to pedagogical and instructional design. Olivia Claiborn, a first grade teacher, was also inspired. “The STEM and design thinking programs address different learning modalities and styles. It’s not about just those students who are really into coding or Legos®, but it also gives kids who excel at art and collaboration a place to shine.”

In addition to hosting the workshop, Assistant Head for Academics Vicki Raney and Director of Early Childhood Judith Mullens arranged for faculty to spend a second day together that week on the campus of SMU. The group visited the DIG and the Simmons School’s Maker Lab. Described as a facility that combines a design studio, a machine shop, and a garage that features 3-D printers and a laser cutter, the DIG is 1,200 square feet dedicated to undergraduate design projects. According to Krummeck, the DIG was built to “change engineering education. Research shows that hands-on learning is far more effective than the traditional classroom setting,” she continued.

Recounting the DIG experience, Raney said, “It was exciting to see 50 teachers learning and experimenting with TinkerCAD, a new computer-assisted drawing program.” She said the experience started with faculty being “stumped and unsure,” transitioned to teachers feeling “energized and challenged,” and in the end, faculty all appeared “accomplished.”

“Their work in the SMU classroom looked just like the work done by students in the Lamplighter classrooms!” she smiled.

About the two days spent together that week, Rouse commented that the Lamplighter faculty and staff “did not disappoint. Everyone was enthusiastic and willing to think about instruction in a new and innovative way. They showed up ready to work and showcase their creativity.” Mullens agreed and said the teachers “enjoyed exploring the human-centered design process, as they problem-solved, collaborated, drew 3D images, and built models of their innovative solutions to current challenges.” Third grade teacher Lauren Hardage mentioned that she looks forward to learning more about “how we can apply this tinkering and making movement to young children.”
Later Raney revealed that “it was so meaningful for our faculty to collaborate on a programming/design project that was guided by a university professor and director of a special engineering program. Lamplighter faculty members are the perfect models for being ‘Lifelong Learners.’”

Raney said she was excited when Krummeck and Rouse presented bits of background information “in a mini-lessons format, worked alongside us as we experimented with TinkerCAD, and then challenged us with a project that we could do with a partner.” She described this instructional model “as a match for how we teach at Lamplighter, and it will serve us well when we introduce STEM and design challenges this year.”

Both Krummeck and Rouse observed that not only did the teachers “make real progress in their technical abilities, we also had robust conversations about our pedagogical approach and how teachers might integrate this way of teaching and learning into their classrooms.”

Afterward, Raney discussed the future of the partnership. “Katie Krummeck will visit with us throughout the year.” In addition, Krummeck will work with a ‘maker’ cohort of teachers who will meet with her for more personalized learning and coaching.

Krummeck said she believes this indicates that Lamplighter “is well positioned to implement high-quality, maker-based education.” Teacher Stout agreed and added, “We are very fortunate to be able to partner with SMU as we explore the creative and curricular possibilities that our new Innovation Lab (opening Spring 2017) will allow.” The ‘I-Lab’ will feature a teaching kitchen, an environmental science classroom, a robotics lab, and a woodworking classroom.

New to Lamplighter’s first grade teaching team, alum Savannah Seifert described the SMU visit as “Priceless – being able to explore in the DIG and to see all of the tools they provide for their students got me thinking of ways to provide the same useful tools but on an elementary level,” said Seifert, who added, “Now I am even more excited for what is to come with Lamplighter’s Innovation Lab.”

“Given that taking on a new approach to teaching and learning can take time and practice, Krummeck said she and Rouse were ‘thrilled that we will be able to continue to work with Lamplighter over an extended period.’ Explaining the plans, she said they “will aim to help the School unpack and make sense of their experiences as they design and teach new lessons, iterate on past lessons, and work more broadly toward integrating maker-based learning experiences into their classroom instruction.”

“Lamplighter faculty members are the perfect model for being ‘Lifelong Learners.’”

Later Dr. Hill remarked that the work planned for the new Innovation Lab “will be even more meaningful for our students as we move the curriculum further into Project-Based Learning.” Citing the many problems that need to be solved in our world, Dr. Hill believes Lamplighter students are learning to think broadly and to be open to myriad possibilities. “We continue to be the school that supports and celebrates innovative thinking.”

Describing the culture of Lamplighter as ‘phenomenal,” both Krummeck and Rouse said Lamplighter is “truly a student-centered school with caring, thoughtful teachers.” They said they were “excited to help take the already excellent learning culture at Lamplighter to the next level by integrating maker-based learning experiences into the core school model.”
Beginning in the 1950s, Lamplighter’s founders developed a campus, a curriculum, and a community that focused on giving students a strong foundation in the fundamental and high-flying opportunities for creativity – “a serious education wrapped in the wonder of childhood.”

According to former teacher McCartor, the School’s founders ‘were eager to provide ‘city children’ with opportunities to observe and care for the great variety of animals that have inhabited the barn and its surrounds.’

**“VENERABLE, SPLENDID LAMPLIGHTER!”**

Former Head of School Pat Mattingly described Lamplighter’s original Churchill campus as “having chickens from day one. It was more farm-like… and out in the country.” She added that because of the atmosphere with the chickens and, at the time, the peacocks, “the whole idea was, how can we make it like that but in a new location to keep the integrity?”

She defined the barn as the School’s “real showplace. People were always asking ‘what’s happening in the barn?’” She said that initially, the barn “was just for fun like a playground” and not used for classes, and added, “Students would ‘chill out’ there.” She defined it as “a fun place… not educational, an escape.”

Mattingly clarified that the original barn on the current campus was used similarly at first, and later, it became the home for the fourth graders’ Lamplighter Layers program. “The children’s memories were wonderful because they loved being out there with Layers.”

Once one of those children, and now a parent, Morse said she feels like “the old barn was always there; a stalwart backdrop to the animals in the barnyard and our own play on the playgrounds.” Environmental Science teacher Linda Cauley agreed. “The barn ‘playground’ included jumping in the hay and climbing the rope to the ceiling.”

With her new position at Lamplighter in 1974, Mattingly thought she “would be doing all of these educational changes for the new century,” but in her first day in the office, “somebody said, ‘Do you want Kentucky blue grass or winter rye on the grounds?’ and I thought ‘Okay, I’m running a farm now!’”

With the news last year that the original barn was being dismantled, Mattingly said she recalls being told “Don’t faint!” She originally thought, “Oh, no,” because she could not imagine a new barn. “But I was relieved to find out that a new and improved one was coming in its place.”

Fourth grade teacher Kathey Beddow said she is “greatly looking forward” to the new home for Layers and expressed her appreciation for the temporary coop.

“Layers and the barn provide the most unique and amazing opportunity for children to work together, learn about nature, and be responsible for the care of creatures that are dependent on them.”

The barn has housed each senior class’ “unique and special flock of chickens,” the focus of Layers for decades, Beddow continued. “The barn has kept the fourth graders and chickens safe, dry, and warm, while the students have worked together to take the best care of the chickens and the eggs,” said Beddow, who added, “Our dear barn has been filled with joy, amazement, hours of learning and laughter, and opportunities that are unique to Layers. And there is nothing better than hearing squeals of joy when the first egg of the year is discovered!”

Cauley also expressed anticipation about the new barn “because the chickens will have a new permanent home.” She described the new prep and egg storage station “that will make the job of feeding the chickens and filling the watering cans much more efficient learning.” McCartor asserted, and added, “But very soon, a glorious new barn will assume the duties and responsibilities of its forebears.”

Venerable, splendid Lamplighter!”

Morse continued, “As a parent, I am excited to see the unique traditions of Lamplighter continue for current and future students with the ‘Barn 2.0!’” Beddow agreed and said she and the fourth grade team “are looking forward to all the new learning experiences and opportunities that our new barn will provide.”

“How fortunate our Lamplighters are, that through the decades, this wonderfully unique experience continues to be a source of hands on
In this continuing section, LampPost illustrates the ways our accomplished faculty members teach, engage, inspire, and mentor as they deliver serious education wrapped in the wonder of childhood. Learn more about our published authors, Mattingly Award winners, world travelers, and our “lifelong learners” who are earning advanced degrees and professional development certificates.
Since then, I’ve gone to several workshops and have tried to learn as much as I could about the craft of writing. Several of my professional articles have been published in academic journals. Plus, I’ve had one small contribution to Highlights for Children.

Learning to write effectively takes time. Each of these publications has been practice to fulfill a dream I’ve had for a long time – to publish a longer work of fiction in the children’s market.

Around December 2014, the beginning of a story idea came to mind for a young adult novel. Ideas come and go, but this one stuck. It got wedged enough in the creative nooks of my mind that I wrote out a basic description of the story. Something that might be found on the jacket cover of a book. Still, the idea stuck around. I shared the concept with a few writer friends and an editor I had met from Simon and Schuster. All of them enthusiastically encouraged me to write the story. So I did.

Fast forward to late 2015. A writer friend had been reading chapters as I was writing them. She encouraged me to take the completed work to a Whole Novel Workshop at Highlights.

The Mattingly Fund came to mind. After the application process, I was very fortunate to be selected. Then, it was a rush to get my manuscript completed before the Highlights submission deadline.

At the Highlights Foundation retreat center, I attended a weeklong Whole Novel Workshop. The faculty at this workshop was simply amazing. The one-on-one reading and discussion sessions with my faculty mentor opened my eyes to potential changes in my next revision. The evening presentations from the faculty gave me insights into the craft of writing. And there was plenty of time to write or simply be inspired by the natural setting.

As of this writing, my novel is still in revision. But thanks to Pat Mattingly and the Highlights Foundation, I’ve got new energy, new ideas, and new tools to get the story polished and ready for submission to the publishing industry.
This past May, I had the privilege of traveling to Florence, Italy, capital of the Tuscany region, to engage in a printmaking workshop through the Mattingly Award. Working alongside artists from San Antonio to Dubai, we shared a common desire to make art, uninterrupted, in a city known for its culture and its artistic and architectural heritage.

A small, cozy apartment in a quiet neighborhood became my home for two weeks. It was located a few blocks from the art studio and near the city’s center that is dominated by the enormous presence of the Florence Cathedral, the Duomo. The Cathedral’s dome quickly became my compass in this compact little city.

**Art is my great passion. Making art is a lifelong endeavor.**

Each day began at Rosano Caffe for my morning espresso. It was a blissful place where I would sketch ideas and contemplate the day that lay ahead. The locals chattered on in Italian, and birds sang through the open windows. A short jaunt away was The Reparata International School of Art. It was here that master printmaker Ron Pokrasso would start our mornings by demonstrating a technique or approach, followed by dialogue. No further stimulation was needed to continue my adventure with ink, paper, collage, drawing, and anything else that seemed just right for that moment.

Throughout my stay in Italy, I experimented with new approaches and delved deeper into familiar ways of working. Walks through the city were absolutely inspiring and often influenced my work. My camera worked overtime capturing ancient art juxtaposed with the modern world, an endless variety of patterns, and textures found on the narrow cobblestone streets. I had time to reflect on my journey as an artist; what had I done so far, what was I currently exploring, and in what direction I was headed. I’m often surprised by what I think I’m going to experience and what actually happens.

The opportunity to spend two whole weeks in an ancient city, submerged in creative pursuits, has thoroughly enriched my life. I loved going to museums, indulging in gelato, and breathing in the essence of the Florentine culture. Being awarded the gift of time to be creative in a stimulating atmosphere is the dream of most artists. It certainly was one of my most meaningful life experiences.
In July, faculty members Maggie Fulton, Jessica Varela, Katie Nelson, Kate Ogden, and Bryce Sizemore attended the Tots & Technology conference in Frisco. The annual event is hosted by the Texas Computer Education Association (TCEA). “TCEA is well known in the education field for their work in supporting technology education and use in elementary classrooms,” explained Sizemore.

Ogden and Sizemore presented “A Smashing PBL,” a learning session focused on creating learning opportunities for various learning styles through the use of multilayered connections to create deeper, more rewarding learning experiences. “We were honored to have the opportunity to share the Lamplighter way with educators from across the state of Texas,” Sizemore shared. Highlights included how to utilize books, virtual field trips, real-world experiences, photographs, and teacher selected internet articles to engage young students in effectively gathering research about their topics. Ogden and Sizemore shared. Highlights included how to utilize books, virtual field trips, real-world experiences, photographs, and teacher selected internet articles to engage young students in effectively gathering research about their topics. Ogden and Sizemore shared. Highlights included how to utilize books, virtual field trips, real-world experiences, photographs, and teacher selected internet articles to engage young students in effectively gathering research about their topics. Ogden and Sizemore shared. Highlights included how to utilize books, virtual field trips, real-world experiences, photographs, and teacher selected internet articles to engage young students in effectively gathering research about their topics.

Later Ogden and Nelson presented “Coding with Pre-Readers? Yes, You Should!” In this presentation, the two discussed why providing opportunities for students to build problem-solving skills is critically important in this day and age. “Coding encourages students to begin developing the skills necessary for problem solving, and young pre-readers are just as capable as older students when it comes to building that foundation,” explained Nelson. In addition to fostering computational thinking, teaching coding to younger students can also effectively enhance math, storytelling, and literacy development. Not only that, but it’s engaging and fun for the students! “We discussed successfully creating a coding program extending from Pre-K3 to fourth graders by fostering coding in our youngest students,” added Ogden.

Fulton presented “Blogging in the Elementary School Classroom” with her twin sister, Melissa McNally, a first-grade teacher at Greenhill School. In this session, teachers learned how to set up, manage, and run a successful classroom blog. Participants used the program SeeSaw to set up a blog and received helpful start-up materials including a hype letter to send to parents, a letter to their administration, and blogging tips and management techniques. Teachers also received information on how to use a blog for cross-curricular studies and a variety of ways to use blogs to have meaningful communication between student-teacher, student-student, and student-parent. Fulton said participants left “feeling confident and excited about starting this fun practice” in their classrooms.

When the Lamplighter faculty members were not presenting, they enjoyed learning during many sessions focused on specific ways to integrate age-appropriate technology education in the classroom. “Being able to collaborate with other Lamplighter colleagues during the conference was a great bonus to all of the information we were learning,” exclaimed Varela, who added, “We are all very excited to try out various new technologies in our classrooms this year.”
Farm to Market
Practicing skills from science, math, literacy, and social-emotional curriculum
Pre-K students hold third Farmers’ Market
by Cara Hicks and Rachel Schumann

Last May, Lamplighter Pre-K students were excited to open their Farmers’ Market. Tables were set and draped in checkered tablecloths, with toy cash registers all in a row. Handwritten signs of merchandise with prices, proudly decorated bags for purchased goods, and baskets of fresh vegetables ready to sell awaited eager customers.

Many handmade items were also available for guests to purchase: bird feeders, garden markers, popsicles, pinch pots, and tiny herb gardens, all proudly displayed. The smell of fresh-popped popcorn filled the air along with the excitement of so many young learners. With sunny blue skies, aprons tied, and huge smiles on their faces, the day had finally come to open their market. Lamplighter’s youngest tended the registers, bagged items, and handed out lemonade as a thank you to paying customers. Sounds of joy echoed on the playground as students sold their goods. This allowed opportunities for the students to write using the letters and sounds they have been taught.

As guests arrived and shopped, the children had the opportunity to enhance their social-emotional skills and practice good customer service. When the market ended, their “profit” was donated to the North Texas Food Bank. Lamplighter’s Pre-K students were able to proudly present a representative from the food bank with a $60 donation this past year!

The crops they sold were grown in the garden beds built by a former Lamplighter Boy Scout, the new keyhole garden, and even an indoor Tower Garden (see related Arboretum story by Gretchen Pollom). Pre-K students worked all school year tending to their gardens. From preparing the soil to planting seeds and seeing the first sprouts pop up, all the way to harvest, the children were engaged and fully immersed in learning! Some students enjoyed watering while others wanted to get their hands dirty and dig in the soil. Students had hands-on, experiential learning at their fingertips and a chance to make learning connections in very personal and real ways. Potatoes, onions, leeks, beets, greens, lettuces, and even a few carrots were all nurtured and grown by our young gardeners and entrepreneurs.

We are looking forward to Lamplighter’s fourth annual Farmers’ Market in 2017. Our youngest students will start working in the gardens and planting seeds this fall for a spring harvest. As you travel the Ring Road during carpool, be sure to check out our raised beds and note their progress. You might even see an eager child engrossed in learning and making lifelong memories!

The Pre-K Farmers’ Market is a project-based learning unit that gives students a chance to practice skills from the science, math, literacy, and social-emotional curriculum they have been exploring throughout the year. Children at this age are just beginning to practice simple addition. Items sold at the market cost between one and four cents, giving students the opportunity to exercise their addition skills while adding together items of a sale. Phonetically spelled signs made by the children advertised the items being sold. This allowed opportunities for the students to write using the letters and sounds they have been taught.

Crunch Time!
First graders learn about STEM through national competition
by Brandy Dalton, Maggie Fulton, and Jessica Varala

The Pringles Challenge is a nationwide competition where students in Kindergarten through grade 12 design a package that will allow a Pringle’s chip to be mailed in one piece to a partner school. The challenge was a culmination of the engineering principles and STEM knowledge that Lamplighter first graders learned in “STEM Fridays” last year. And guess what? One of our teams placed first! Our focus was to create the smallest possible container that would keep the chip from crumbling. Lamplighter was partnered with Picadome Elementary School in Lexington, Kentucky. The partner schools were responsible for scoring the Pringles chips as they arrived via United States Postal Service.

Our students were prepared and excited to create their Pringle-protecting creations. At STEM Fridays, students spent the early part of the semester learning the properties and uses of materials such as paper, plastic, wood, cardboard, and other recyclables through Makerspace activities. Students worked in groups of four to design a container and draw out a prototype of their ideas. Then, they used the supplies from our Makerspace to create their packaging. The students loved throwing them around the room to check how secure the packages were!

Our packages varied from tissue boxes filled with bubble wrap, an egg carton and toothpicks, Gatorade bottles and tissue...
paper, and much more. When our Pringles chips arrived in Kentucky, our partner school scored our packages using mass, volume, and the intactness of a chip. Our packages received high scores for a small mass and volume and a perfectly intact chip.

When the scores were revealed, Lamplighter first graders were thrilled to learn that of the more than 800 teams that participated in the Pringles Challenge, one of our teams placed first!

Other interesting commentary we received were “clever packaging!” “Nice design and easy to open,” and “Great design!” Our students were thrilled to have such a fun and authentic exploration of their STEM knowledge.

**FUN FACT:**
A Pringles chip is a hyperbolic paraboloid: An infinite surface in three dimensions with hyperbolic and parabolic cross-sections. A couple of ways to parameterize it and write an equation are as follows: \( z = x^2 - y^2 \) or \( x = \sqrt{y^2 + z^2} \).

**+Numbers Game—**
Enhanced math curriculum includes literacy, vocabulary connections, online resources by Leslie Bledsoe and Maggie Fulton

For two days in June, the Lower School math teachers met for training on the new Everyday Math curriculum. After months of research, visiting with local private schools, and listening to presentations from math reps, it was determined that continuing with Everyday Math curriculum was the “best fit” for Lamplighter students.

At the training, we were introduced to the online components of the program which include literacy and vocabulary connections, online resources that can be accessed from home, new and improved games, and features that will enhance our math experience and improve options for the children.

One of the aspects of the new adoption that faculty is most excited about is “home access.” Each student will have a personalized log-in which can be used to access Everyday Math from a computer or iPad. There are many components to the program with which parents will want to become familiar. Each student will be able to access the following:

**Student Reference Book:** A digital copy of the book that is used at school. It serves as a resource for concepts and vocabulary at each grade level.

**e-Toolkit:** Includes 2 and 3D shape libraries, card decks, base-10 blocks, clock models, fact triangles, geo-boards, fractions circles and models, money, pattern blocks, and many other features.

**Geo-meters Sketch Pad:** Provides extra practice on specific math concepts

**Tutorial Videos:** Children can watch a video to receive additional exposure to a topic that has been covered in class. This will be especially helpful for a child who may have missed school and that day’s instruction.

**EM Games Online:** Includes many games that correlate with each grade level’s curriculum. Within each set of games, there are skill-builder levels and challenge games. These are one- and two-player games; for two-player games, a student must be in the same room as his or her opponent.

**Assignments:** Each day’s lesson will be available electronically through a computer or an iPad. If a child is absent, he or she may still do that day’s classwork using an electronic device.

The Lower School faculty is looking forward to implementing this program this fall and continuing our collaborations with one another to ensure that we are maximizing the features this updated math adoption provides.

**Author Elevated**
Media Center Coordinator Elected to Texas Library Association’s Round Table
**by Patricia Vermillion**

Patricia Vermillion, Lamplighter’s Media Center Coordinator, and well-known children’s book author, has been elected as Counselor with the Texas Library Association Authors and Illustrators Round Table. The goal of the group is to assist authors in getting to know their Texas librarians and to let Texas librarians know about the wealth of authors and illustrators in the state of Texas.

The Round Table is the brainchild of Mr. Pat Anderson, a Texas bookseller and owner of Overlooked Books in Killeen, Texas. He often organized informal author and librarian Meet and Greets at the annual spring TLA Conference and encouraged attendees to become an organized Round Table. After officers were elected, Susan Kralovansky, Chair; Jessica Lee Anderson, Chair Elect; Patricia Vermillion, Counselor; Amy Louthan, Counselor Alternate; and Christi Diggens, Secretary/Treasurer; the Round Table began work to meet the needs of authors, illustrators and librarians.

Vermillion said she was “honored to represent The Lamplighter School” as Counselor of the Texas Author and Illustrators Round Table. “I will be assisting the president, Susie Kralovansky, with three programs for the Texas Library Association: What’s New with Picture Book Authors, What’s New with Middle Grade & Young Adult Authors, and Author Visits Helping Students with Reading and Writing.”
In July, Lamplighter faculty members Bryce Sizemore, Jody Stout, and Jessica Varela were honored to participate in the K-12 Design Thinking for Educators Workshop presented by Stanford University’s Hasso Plattner Institute for Design (d.School) in partnership with Good Shepherd Episcopal School.

Lamplighter’s mission has long embodied the understanding that when children are not afraid of failure, they stand upon a springboard for learning and growing. The d.School’s strategic steps for the practice of risk-taking, failure, and reassessment provide active and engaging strategies that practice these daring skills, providing a foundation for creative confidence.

As promised, the d.School facilitators had planned something unique for the group of about 60 educators from various schools across Texas. From day one, teachers were immersed in the process of Stanford d.School’s Design Thinking—a framework for prompting innovation, cultivating creative solutions, building empathy, and promoting rapid prototyping.

“As throughout the three-day conference, we were led through a series of five design challenges,” explained Varela. “We walked through each step of the Design Thinking process: develop empathy, define, ideate, prototype, and test. We were eager and ready to take notes, but notetaking was not what the d.School had in mind.”

Following a quick rehearsal of each of the steps, Lamplighter teachers were paired with colleagues from other schools. The workshop participants were loaded onto a bus and sent out into the Dallas community. Some participants visited a local chapter of the Boys and Girls Club, while others visited Richland Community College, and still others visited NorthPark Center.

As a teacher, I really connected with this very human-based approach to thinking and working.

The first step, develop empathy, was practiced hands-on and in real time. “As a teacher, I really connected with this very human-based approach to thinking and working,” stated Stout. “What better way to help children value their own productivity than to provide opportunities to grow their ideas from a sense of purpose, dedicated to real-world solutions.” Sizemore added, “Being pushed out of my comfort zone during this process helped to create a complete picture of the Design Thinking process, and it helped me to understand exactly what we are asking our students to embrace.”

At the close of the intensive three-day workshop, Sizemore, Stout, and Varela left bubbling with inspired ideas for the classroom and new tools for lighting lamps.

Krummeck described how the DIG staff and several members of the student team ran demos of their 3D printer and laser cutter, answered questions about engineering, and facilitated a hands-on workshop. Students brainstormed and invented new creatures during the workshop, and engineered connections between a simple motor and battery “to make their creatures scurry across the table.”

To complete the project, the students were asked to devise a way to build a complete circuit with an on-off switch and attach the circuit to the “spine” of their “creature” to create maximum movement. “By allowing students to tinker, experiment, and learn their way to different solutions, we are helping them to build confidence in their creative and problem-solving abilities,” explained Krummeck. “Whether you are a college
Family Affair

Five faculty members’ children attend FunCamp together

This past summer, for the first time, the children of five faculty members all attended Lamplighter’s FunCamp together. Adair Burdick, Briggs Schumann, Gigi Nelson, Sloan Landry, and Abigail Bays, the children of Pre-K teachers Sarah Burdick, Rachel Schumann, and Katie Nelson; reading specialist June Landry and Pre-K teacher Carrie Bays were all together at Lamplighter in June.

Now the school year is well underway, and all of the Early Childhood students are enjoying Pre-K. “There is no place I would rather have my daughter spend her early childhood years,” said Bays, who added, “When you’re so passionate about a place, and then you see your daughter get to live it, it makes it all worth it!”

L-R: Sarah and Adair Burdick, Rachel, Berkley (Lamplighter second grader) and Briggs Schumann, Katie and Gigi Nelson, June and Sloan Landry, and Carrie and Abigail Bays.
Jordin Nelson
Alternate Teacher
Nelson is a Kansas City native (Go Royals!) who moved to Dallas to join Lamplighter. She received a Bachelor’s degree in liberal arts and a minor in mathematics from the University of Missouri – Kansas City. Nelson has taught first and fourth grade in Missouri public schools and serves as an alternate teacher while she begins her Master’s program. She enjoys creating Pinterest crafts and DIY projects in her free time. Nelson also loves to visit her family’s ranch in East Texas on long weekends.

Savannah Seifert
First Grade Teacher
Seifert joined the first grade teaching team after serving as a student teacher in Lamplighter’s first grade last fall and finishing the year as an alternate teacher. She graduated with a Bachelor’s degree from SMU, and this past summer, studied reading instruction and the workshop approach with Lucy Calkins at Columbia Teachers College in New York City. Seifert and her siblings attended Lamplighter.

Caroline Finnegan
Fourth Grade Teacher
Finnegan joins Lamplighter as the new fourth grade composition and social studies teacher. She earned a Bachelor’s degree from Middlebury College in Vermont and a Master’s degree in language and literacy from Harvard. Finnegan taught six years at Grace Episcopal Day School near Washington, D.C. She and husband Tim have a son, Brady, a Lamplighter Kindergartener.

Anita Kurialacherry
Kindergarten Assistant
Kurialacherry received a Bachelor of Science degree from UT Austin in Chemistry, and a Masters of Arts in Teaching Science Education from UT Dallas. She has taught high school chemistry and physics and most recently taught at the Perot Museum of Nature and Science. Kurialacherry loves sharing her passion for science with others and is excited to work with our youngest learners who are full of natural curiosity and have a passion for learning. She comes from a big family that loves exploring the outdoors. Kurialacherry’s parents immigrated to the U.S. from India, and settled in Detroit before moving to Dallas 16 years ago. She assists Bryce Sizemore in Room 34.

Jason Anderson
Kindergarten Assistant
Anderson received a Bachelor of Science degree from UT Dallas in Psychology and Child Development. He was a Kindergarten Greenhill Fellow for the 2015-2016 academic year. Anderson’s father taught him that everything that happens around us is worth treasuring. He is fascinated with the “little things” in life, like the smell of a fresh summer rain and the shadows cast by passing clouds, and wants to show students small wonders like these that occur every second of every day. Someday, he would like to pursue a career in counseling. Anderson assists Bianca Reyna in room 32.

Lisel Simmons
Kindergarten Assistant
Simmons received her Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Development from Texas A&M at College Station, and is a graduate of The Hockaday School. While at Texas A&M, she learned how to teach children about farm-to-table healthy eating and marveled at how some children have no idea that milk comes from cows! Simmons loves animals and just got her first chicken coop. She has three children, two of whom are at Hockaday, and one who attends Parish. Simmons assists Hannah Brown in Room 33.

Former Lamplighter student Ellen Terrell hired as new school nurse
Nurse Ellen Terrell graduated with a degree in Psychology from Vanderbilt University and attended Baylor University where she received a Bachelor of Science in Nursing. Terrell previously worked with critical care patients at Clements Hospital, UT Southwestern Medical Center. While there, a friend who knew Terrell was interested in school nursing mentioned the open position at Lamplighter. Terrell lives nearby and attended Pre-K and Kindergarten at The Lamplighter School, so she was very excited to accept the position. “Everyone is so welcoming and the kids are great,” Terrell said; “I love it!” Of her time as a student, Terrell remembers fondly the barn, horse, and the wells in the classrooms and is excited to be back as the new school nurse. In Terrell’s spare time, she loves being a mom to her three teenage boys, spending time with friends, traveling, reading, renovating homes (as time permits), and shopping. Terrell lives with her husband Charlie, her sons Ryan, Charlie, and Will, her two dogs, Pebbles and Honey, and a family pet frog.
In this continuing section of LampPost, we spotlight staff members who embody the concept of “forever learners.” While they may work behind the scenes, their life experiences and diverse hobbies truly demonstrate the spirit of Lamplighter. Learn more about these valuable members of our community and their immersion in art, adventure, and volunteerism.

Accounting for the Community
Staff Accountant Shlynn Sims came to Lamplighter after learning about the school through the Center for Nonprofit Management and friends from Dallas.

Before joining Lamplighter, Sims served as an accounting intern with organizations including PwC, MGM Resorts International, Big Thought, and various arts establishments. What she enjoyed most about those jobs was learning how the various aspects of accounting applied to different industries and being submerged in many different cultures. Sims said she “loved being able to learn about Dallas through the lens of art and culture and about the peculiar details required to run a 15-property resort in one of the largest hospitality centers in the world.”

Sims has always had a passion for children and education. Before receiving her B.S. from Benedict College, Sims served as a tutor to students in the nearby Columbia, South Carolina, neighborhoods, and as a mentor to young girls in her church while in high school. Sims later received her M.B.A. and M.A. from SMU.

In her free time, she loves trying new restaurants with her husband, Wayne, visiting family in Las Vegas, traveling to new places, taking dance lessons, and learning to play softball.

Sims also serves as a mentor with Champions of Hope ministry in South Dallas where she mentors a fourth grade student, providing her with the encouragement, love, and support that is necessary for her to become a leader in whatever capacity she chooses. Sims serves as an extension to her student’s family, providing support and encouragement of educational aspirations, attending extracurricular activities, and participating in Champions of Hope sponsored events.

Handy Dan
Dan Knudsen, the Facilities Engineer, joined Lamplighter after previously working for CEC, Lamplighter’s electrical engineering company for the I-Lab and barn construction project. Knudsen was serving as the project superintendent when the Facilities Engineer job became available.

Knudsen is a trained electrician and is skilled in HVAC installation and maintenance, and after 40 years of construction with long days and weeks out in the heat and cold, he decided the Lamplighter position was a good move for him. Knudsen commented, “I love my new job and all the people. They have all made me feel so welcome and appreciated.”

Knudsen is looking forward to having more time to spend with his family this year. He and his wife Cyndi live in Honey Grove with their 16-year-old son Myles. They spend a lot of their free time traveling to watch Myles play baseball.

When not on the road, the family remains in Honey Grove maintaining their 45 acres with horses, goats, a chicken, a duck, three pigs, two dogs, and four cats. Knudsen certainly came to Lamplighter with extensive knowledge on how to maintain a barn full of animals!

Jay Crew
Jay Valentine started his career in IT four years ago working as a contractor for various companies.

He spent the last two years working in the Keller ISD Technology department. Valentine was excited to come to Lamplighter in the summer of 2016 as an experienced desk-side support technician.

Valentine commented on Lamplighter, saying, “I absolutely love it here. The staff and faculty are super friendly and have made me feel welcome since day one.” In addition, he enjoys working on technology projects with students, describing this aspect of the job an “added bonus.”

When not at work, Valentine enjoys a variety of hobbies including reading, bike riding, woodworking, gardening, drawing, and gaming with his 15-year-old son.

Valentine also loves anything in the great outdoors, and has been actively involved with the Boy Scouts of America for the past eight years with his son’s troop. He describes working the concession stands at the TCU games every year with the troop as “a highlight of the year and lot of hard work.” Next year, Valentine and his son hope to take the Philmont Trip, a 10 to 12-day hike in the four corners of New Mexico with the Boy Scouts.
Lamplighter’s annual Carnival held on September 30 was a ‘barnyard blast’ which attracted hundreds of Lamplighter students, alumni, parents, faculty, and staff. This year’s event was a “fun-filled” affair that celebrated the School’s new on-campus barn. In addition to the barnyard activities, the annual event hosted by the Lamplighter Parents’ Association, culminated with the ceremonial “Jacket Ceremony” where the school’s fourth graders, known as “seniors,” were honored with customized letterjackets during their final year at Lamplighter.

According to Carnival Co-Chair Tiffany Wilmer, the theme for this year’s Carnival, “Barnyard Blastoff, Lamplighter and Beyond” was chosen to represent “the wonderful years the children spend at Lamplighter.” She explained that since they will all eventually head in different directions, they will be equipped with the confidence and preparation needed to succeed. “There are no limits to what they can achieve,” she grinned. “Lamplighter is a school like no other!”

In keeping with the theme, the festivities started with a special “Moon Landing” that launched the Carnival. Students entered the event grounds in a “parade of grades” followed by the “Planting of Flags,” where the children placed American flags into a replica of the moon.

Along with favorite rides and midway games of years past, Wilmer said Carnival-goers also were excited to find a theme-related “digging for moon rocks” this year and a new attraction called Alien Laser Tag “that delighted both children and adults.” This “can’t miss” attraction had Carnival-goers lined up all afternoon, Wilmer reported.

There were also pony rides for the kids and a photo buttons booth for young and old, sure to result in collectors’ items. Featured amusements included an area for “pretend injured athletes,” a mock ER (emergency room) manned by parents who work in the medical profession. Inside, students were able to step into a doctor’s shoes for a more in-depth mock ER experience in mending broken bones. Another returning favorite ride was the zip line and “not one but two giant slides that doubled the sliding fun” for everyone, Wilmer noted, “both adults and children.”

Fellow Chair Dana Rumbauskas said the Lamplighter Carnival is one of her favorite events as a parent. “Watching the children enjoy every facet of the event made the hard work worth it.” She said the entire campus was buzzing with excitement all day. “But it is not just the kids – the faculty, staff, and even the parents were all just as enthusiastic,” she laughed.

Rumbauskas thanked dedicated parents and the LPA committee, “and all of the wonderful faculty and staff who worked so hard to make this year’s Carnival so special for the children…everything from the parade and planting the flags on the moon, to the ceremonial Senior Jacket Ceremony – it was a truly amazing day.” Wilmer agreed and also thanked “everyone on the Carnival committee” who dedicated long hours to make this event “such a hit” year after year.

“Carnival is one of those special events that characterizes the very best of Lamplighter, where we deliver serious education wrapped in the wonder of childhood,” remarked Dr. Joan Hill, Lamplighter Head of School. In addition to the event being a celebration of the School’s history and traditions and a beloved event for families every fall, it is also a special time for alumni to catch up with each other and with former teachers, explained Dr. Hill, who said Carnival is “not just for the students but also for the families and of course our wonderful recent graduates.”

Through the afternoon, children jumped in the inflatable bounce house, slid down giant slides, rode the train, had their faces painted, and scaled a towering climbing wall. “I thought the LPA knocked it out of the park with Carnival this year,” remarked parent Lisa Kirby, who added, “Everything was so organized and the event ran so smoothly. We had a blast,”
she chuckled, “No pun intended!” Teacher Brandy Dalton agreed and added that on the week following the event, “The children were still beaming with joy as they wrote in their journals about their fabulous experiences” that day.

Dr. Hill noted that the community “had much to celebrate.” She explained how the Carnival theme also revolved around the new barn-raising and imminent return of the School’s farm animals. She clarified that the original barn was dismantled last Spring and replaced and enhanced with the unique and dynamic design. She then described how a new fenced-in area for the animals and rebuilt chicken coop will provide a new and improved home for the 47-year-old Lamplighter Layers program. “This is our signature entrepreneurial ‘chicken-raising and egg-selling’ corporation managed by the School’s Seniors.”

As in the past, the day culminated with the traditional Senior Jacket Ceremony. The Seniors were awarded red and black letter jackets that they proudly wear regardless of temperature. “The senior class parents enjoyed the Jacket Ceremony on the hill again this year,” smiled Dr. Hill, who added, “This has become a new Lamplighter tradition!” The hill near the playground on campus is a raised area where a gazebo is located. “The raised elevation allowed all to see the exciting goings-on of the cherished Jacket Ceremony!” Assistant Head for Academics, Vicki Raney, concurred. “Members of our fourth grade class proudly received their letter jackets on the hill…It’s certainly a memory and keepsake for the ages,” she smiled.

Afterward Dr. Hill said the atmosphere didn’t just feel like a school Carnival. “It had the warmth of a long-awaited family reunion.” She thanked the parent volunteers and LPA President Brenna Lambert and the Carnival Co-Chairs for their hours of dedication. “The entire event could not have been more perfect.” She said she believes the time and energy that go into planning Carnival will continue to distinguish the School. “Our campus was literally transformed into a fun space-themed celebration of our tradition, new barn, and community…We were all a part of the ‘Blast’ and loved every moment of it.”
Seth Applebaum ’08 graduated with high honors from Parish Episcopal School where he was on the basketball and tennis teams and served as an ambassador. He was also a member of the national honor society for Spanish and Mu Alpha Theta.

Meika Bass ’08 graduated from The Episcopal School of Dallas where she was the captain of the varsity field hockey team, played junior varsity soccer, and junior varsity volleyball. Meika was inducted into the National Honor Society and was awarded the President’s Student Service Award, as well as receiving Honor Roll in 11th and 12th grades.

Shelby Brand ’08 attended the Shelton School where she received the Award of Excellence Hall of Fame and Outstanding Junior Award. She was a member of the Student Council, Shelton Delegates, VNA Teen Board and JSB Teen Committee. She was a member of the Chargerette Dance Team and was inducted into the National Honor Society.

Sloane Castleman ’08 graduated from The Hockaday School where she played varsity field hockey, varsity soccer, and varsity lacrosse. She volunteered at the Wesley-Rankin Community Center and received the President’s Volunteer Service Award.

Allie Cyr ’08 attended Good Shepherd and J.J. Pearce, where she played varsity tennis. She was inducted into the National Honor Society. Allie went on a four-week trip to Hong Kong, Bali and Australia this summer, where she immersed herself in the local cultures and took surf lessons in Bali.

Trent Hagar ’08 attended Parish Episcopal School and The Episcopal School of Dallas.

Meredith Hessel ’08 graduated from The Episcopal School of Dallas where she was recipient of the Chancellor’s Award. Meredith was recently featured in Preston Hollow People, Kids with Extraordinary Lives, for being awarded Tops in Texas for the Interscholastic League Press Conference Entertainment Review.

Jake Inman ’08 graduated from The Westwood School where he was the school’s official filmmaker and videographer. He worked on the Dallas Fort Worth South Asian Film Festival as a cinema projectionist intern. He was awarded TAPPS State First Place, Color Photography.
David Kerrigan '08 graduated from The Episcopal School of Dallas where he played on the varsity lacrosse team.

Nicole Kimichik '08 graduated from Parish Episcopal School where she served as Student Body President. She was also a member of the National Thespian Society and achieved High Honor Roll. She was a consistent performer in Parish productions, and she was inducted into the National Honor Society.

Jonathan King '08 graduated from The Episcopal School of Dallas where he played varsity baseball for four years and received the President's Community Service Award for four years. Jonathan spends time fly fishing, most recently on the Madison River in Montana.

Ben Krakow '08 graduated from Greenhill School where his activities included cross country and school tour guide, and he worked on The Evergreen, the school newspaper. He also participated in KidSwing Charity Golf Tournament.

Sadie Lidji ’08 graduated from The Hockaday School where she participated in TACT (Teenage Communication Theater) and film. She served as a UNICEF volunteer.

Sydney May ’08 graduated from Booker T. Washington HSPVA where she participated in City Ballet, Powerhouse of Dance. She performed with the Repertory Dance Company, City Ballet Theatre, World Dance ensemble, and DFW Art Awards show. She spent summers at the Boston Ballet School and Joffrey Academy of Dance.

Michael Mosle '08 graduated from St. Mark’s School of Texas where he was a National Merit Finalist, achieved High Honor Roll, and was a Gold Key Award recipient for Alliance of Young Artists. He played football and baseball. He volunteered with Young Man’s Service League and was a Terra Byte instructor for Dallas Independent School District summer camp.

Megan Olschwanger ’08 graduated from Greenhill School where she played volleyball and served as president of the Spanish club.

Cody Patterson ’08 attended The Episcopal School of Dallas and graduated from Dallas Lutheran school where he played football, basketball, and golf.

Ward Rushton ’08 graduated from St. Mark’s School of Texas. He is participating in an internship program at the Center for Brain Health at University of Texas Southwestern.

Philip Smart ’08 graduated from St. Mark’s School of Texas, served as editor of The Remarker newspaper, and participated in the improvisational troupe. He played basketball and volleyball and received Presidential Service Awards.

Ian Stewart ’08 graduated from Cistercian Preparatory School where he served as yearbook editor, played varsity soccer, played as a guitarist in his church band, and participated in musical theater.

Electra Thomas ’08 graduated from The Hockaday School where she played lacrosse and soccer and participated in the community service program Girl Talk.

Gordon Webb ’08 graduated from Jesuit College Preparatory School of Dallas where he received the JCP Excellence in Scripture Award, Principal’s Magis Science Award, and 2015 Community Service Award. He participated in the Martial Arts Black Belt Association and was inducted into the National Honor Society.

Caroline Wilson ’08 graduated from The Episcopal School of Dallas where she played soccer. She received the President’s Volunteer Service Award and participated in National Charity League.

Alums!
We want to hear from you:
Email Advancement at advancement@thelamplighterschool.org by February 1, 2017 to submit entries for the “Alumni Now” section of the upcoming Spring 2017 LampPost. Contacts us any time to schedule a visit.

And be sure to FOLLOW us:
Lamplighter Class of ’08 graduates returned to campus in May for a class reunion. In attendance were 30 alumni high school seniors, many of the past students’ parents, and three beloved teachers: Jody Stout, Kathey Beddow, and Liz Curlin. Cindy Connolly, Parent Relations Coordinator, commented, “The students were all very glad to see their Lamplighter classmates, and the parents had a great time visiting with each other and with students they hadn’t seen in a long time.”

Pre-K teacher Liz Curlin taught two attendees, Noah Conner and Sawyer Lake, back in 2003, and the boys reached out to her prior to the event to ensure she would be there. Both are graduating from Highland Park High School this year, and neither had been back to campus since graduating from fourth grade in 2008. Curlin remarked, “They were so cute reminiscing about the time they first met at the water fountain; apparently Sawyer had been consoling Noah who was sad at the time.” Curlin noticed how happy all of the attendees were to be back on campus, and she said it was a joy to find out which great schools they would attend in the fall to continue their journey of learning. Curlin added, “It was so much fun seeing the alumni on the zip line, the swings, and going through the tunnel, just like when they were little.”

One of the biggest topics of the day was the alums’ discussion about the colleges they would be attending in the fall. Before leaving the event, the high school seniors did not miss the opportunity to take selfies with the old photos on display from when they were students at Lamplighter. Curlin smiled, “Even after 12 years of school, they are still young at heart.” Stout added, “It was such a treat to see our young alumni and discover that they are becoming even more of what we remember about them.”

**CLASS OF 2008 COLLEGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charles Adams</td>
<td>University of Sussex, U.K.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Applebaum</td>
<td>University of Texas at Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meika Bass</td>
<td>Texas Christian University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisk Beckham</td>
<td>University of Colorado at Boulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Brand</td>
<td>University of Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven Breitfeller</td>
<td>Chapman University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloane Castleman</td>
<td>University of Texas at Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allie Cyr</td>
<td>California Polytechnic State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Goodrich</td>
<td>Loyola University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Inman</td>
<td>The George Washington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Kerrigan</td>
<td>Fordham University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Kimichik</td>
<td>Sewanee: The College of the South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan King</td>
<td>New York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Krakow</td>
<td>University of Texas at Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Levine</td>
<td>University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadie Lidji</td>
<td>University of Texas at Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney May</td>
<td>University of Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Mosle</td>
<td>Stanford University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Neuhoff</td>
<td>American University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Olschwanger</td>
<td>Tulane University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Patterson</td>
<td>Texas Christian University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Phillips</td>
<td>Pepperdine University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Pollack</td>
<td>Tulane University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Porter</td>
<td>Vanderbilt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Robinson</td>
<td>University of Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Rohrich</td>
<td>University of Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward Rushton</td>
<td>Vanderbilt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Siu</td>
<td>University of Texas at Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Smart</td>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin Spradley</td>
<td>Texas Tech University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Stewart</td>
<td>University of Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electra Thomas</td>
<td>Southern Methodist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon Webb</td>
<td>Rhodes College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Wilson</td>
<td>Texas Christian University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Wilson</td>
<td>University of Mississippi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thanks to a dedicated and energetic Car Wash Committee led by Jared Steinhart, a sophomore at Highland Park High School, the Sixth Annual Young Alumni Car Wash was a record breaker for number of volunteers, cars washed, and funds raised for Lamplighter.

At 11 a.m. on Saturday, the line of cars ready to be washed wrapped around Lamplighter’s Ring Road. These cars were greeted by our young alumni who offered delicious treats from donors Rusty Taco, Starbucks, TopPot, and Papa Johns. The team soaped, rinsed, and dried cars, which flowed through continuously for three hours.

More than 60 volunteers ranged from Lamplighter’s Class of 2015 (fifth graders), to Lamplighter’s Class of 2008 Seniors. Around noon, Papa John’s donated pizza was served to the volunteers.

“Over a dozen parent volunteers added to the camaraderie as they worked with the young alumni and stopped by to support the day,” said Lamplighter’s Alumni Relations Coordinator Jennifer Heiss, who added, “One of the cleanest cars to leave the lot was Dr. Joan Hill’s, as the kids swarmed at the chance to scrub the Head of School’s car!” She said “laughter, fun, and teamwork” contributed to a highly energetic and fun day of record-breaking fundraising by Lamplighter’s amazing Young Alumni.

**ALUMNI COUNCIL**

Katherine Rochelle Wyker ’98, President
Finley Harbaugh Konrade ’98, Vice President
Elizabeth Dodge ’83, Secretary
Lilly Albritton ’91, Immediate Past President
Sarah Schoellkopf Bloom ’77
Elizabeth Brown ’83
Tj. Frank ’93
Chris Gannett ’83
Laura Christensen Godkin ’86
Liz Cullum Helfrich ’90
Scurry Johnson ’73
Sam Leake ’79
Peggy Black Meyer ’73
Matt Miller ’88
Kristin Pittman Ortega ’89
Margaret Flanagan Solomon ’77

**LAMPLIGHTER CLASS AGENTS 2016–2017**

| 74  | Kyle Ford     | ’88 | Matt Miller |
| 75  | Eugenia King | ’89 | Courtney Jones Johnson |
| 76  | Max Swango   | ’90 | Flaren Fagadu Bender |
| 77  | Bradley B. Miller | ’91 | Lilly Albritton |
| 77  | Margaret Flanagan Solomon | ’93 | Ashley Carter |
| 78  | Adam Leventhal | ’93 | Craig Smith |
| 80  | Brian Cheek | ’94 | Alexandra Krippner |
| 80  | Shannon Morse | ’95 | Hunter Lewis |
| 81  | Giggie Loeb Jacobson | ’96 | Emily Hess |
| 82  | Royce Poinsett | ’98 | Katherine Rochelle Wyker |
| 83  | Elizabeth Dodge | ’99 | Meredith Klein |
| 83  | Amanda Oneacre Rockow | ’00 | Brian Banks |
| 84  | Ashley Geller Greene | ’01 | Laura Rose Brylowski |
| 85  | Aimee Marquess Whitaker | ’02 | Laura Frazee |
| 86  | Jeffrey Kitner | ’03 | Margaret Rote |
| 87  | Sarah Stockton | ’12 | Kirsten Kirk |
Ways to Make Your Donation

Mail: Send your pledge/gift to the school by using the return envelope enclosed with your Annual Fund letter
Online: Click on “Make a gift to Lamplighter” at www.thelamplighterschool.org
Phone: Contact Sandy Diamond at 214-369-9201 x354

All gifts to the 2016 - 2017 Annual Fund must be made before May 31, 2017

The Annual Fund

is the highest fundraising priority at The Lamplighter School. This essential fund supports Lamplighter’s mission and provides direct funding for educational initiatives and operational enhancements that tuition alone does not cover such as:

• The most current, interdisciplinary curriculum materials that are specifically designed for the youngest learners, with a focus on building classroom libraries including the latest published reading units from Columbia University

• Opportunities for faculty members to lead and participate in national and regional conferences where the latest teaching techniques and concepts are learned from world-renowned teachers and then incorporated into their work with our students

• Strategic partnerships and programs with the Dallas Arboretum, the Perot Museum of Nature and Science, and Dallas area universities, which include ongoing research projects that directly benefit classroom learning and that are published in professional journals

• Upgrades to Lamplighter’s classroom technology including:
  - Enhancing our robotics programs with the latest robots and Bee-Bots
  - Strengthening coding programs starting with the youngest students with k-coding as a precursor to SCRATCH coding and engineering programs

• Guest speakers, artists, performers, authors, and illustrators who enrich and enliven the school curriculum

A successful Annual Fund depends on participation from every member of our school community. 100% of trustees, alumni council, faculty, and staff supported last year’s Annual Fund. 100% parent participation is always the goal of the Annual Fund, as well as increased participation from grandparents, alumni parents, alumni, and friends.
The following is a list of individuals whose gifts of time and talent served the advancement efforts of Lamplighter during the period June 1, 2015, to May 31, 2016. The school's continued advancement depends on such committed, energetic, and generous individuals.

**Board of Trustees**
- Catherine Rose, Chair
- Lilly Albritton ’91
- Flauren Fagadau Bender ’90
- Shonn Brown
- David Chard
- John Crates
- Joe Eastin
- Catie Enrico
- Jenney Gillikin
- Meg Graves
- Linda Hodgson
- Jane Rose Hurst
- Anurag Jain
- Jennifer Karol
- Leslie Philipson Krakow ’69
- Rick Lear
- Liza Lee
- Douglas MacMahon
- Jon Morgan ’82
- Jed Morse ‘82
- Shannon Morse ‘80
- Toby Purdy
- Kristin Rees
- Justin Small ’83
- George Tang
- Jean-Louis Trochu
- Kelsey Warren
- Sarah Weinberg
- Andy Yung

**Life Trustees**
- Stuart Bumpas
- Dan Cook
- Mary McDermott Cook
- David Corrigan ’68
- Mike Dodge
- Neil Foote
- Judy Gass
- Charles Ginsburg
- Rolf Haberecht
- Marietta Scurry Johnson
- Jack Klein
- Carol Levy
- David Miller
- Barbara Nichols
- Margaret Jonsson Rogers
- Barney Young

**Advance Committee**
- Jenney Gillikin, Chair
- Catherine Rose (ex-officio)
- Sarah Weinberg (ex-officio)
- Lilly Albritton ’91
- Flauren Fagadau Bender ’90
- Kristy Bowen
- Joe Eastin
- Catie Enrico
- Erin Hillman
- Nicole Householder
- Katie Johnson
- Jennifer Karol
- Mirjam Kirk
- Candace Martin
- Shannon Morse ‘80
- Kristin Rees
- Chris Trowbridge

**Alumni Council**
- Lilly Albritton ’91, President
- Sarah Schellkopf Bloom ’77
- Ashley Carter ’93
- Elizabeth Dodge ’83
- Liz Cullum Helfrich ’90
- Scurry Johnson ’73
- Finley Harbaugh Konrade ’93
- Sam Leake ’79
- Greg Marquess ’79
- Peggy Black Meyer ’73
- Kristin Pittman Ortega ’89
- Katherine Rochelle Wyker’98
- Margaret Flanagan Solomon ’77
- Lucy Reeves Wrubel ’78

**Annual Fund Leadership**
- Flauren Fagadau Bender ’90,
  Co-Chair
- Catie Enrico, Co-Chair
- Lilly Albritton ’91
- Kristy Bowen
- Maura Bradshaw
- Lisa Brown
- Jenny Bulban
- Denise Byrd
- Courtney Case
- Ashley Catehy
- Gretchen Champion
- Randy Dale
- Heather Deskins
- Meghana Dhall
- Elayna Erick
- Evey Fagadau
- Allegra Feito
- Maggie Fulton
- Chris Gannett
- Jamie Gaunt
- Jenney Gillikin
- Lauren Hardage
- Jill Herz
- Linda Hodgson
- Kate Hoedebek
- Nicole Householder
- Gunjan Jain
- Scott Kennedy
- Finley Konrade ’93
- Ashley Leake
- Nick Leggatt
- Nisha Lunia
- Katie Nelson
- Mary Nix
- Kristin Pittman Ortega ’89
- Jeff Peck
- Karen Pollock
- Kristin Rees
- Kathy Ritz
- Tracy Roybal
- Margaret Flanagan Solomon ’77
- Dwayne Spencer
- Ashley Carter
- Jody Stout
- Bobby Sussman
- Sarah Weinberg
- Jacqueline Wilcox
- Meredith Wrighton
Dear Lamplighter Community,

We experienced a productive school year at Lamplighter and it is with gratitude and enthusiasm that we deliver the 2015-2016 Report of Annual Giving. The year drew us closer to completing the goals of the “Lighting Our Path” Strategic Plan and was marked by the public launch of the Igniting Young Minds for a Lifetime of Learning Campaign to Fund People, Place, and Programs in the fall and the breaking of ground for the new barn and Innovation Lab in the spring.

Ever-mindful of our mission in the work we do, I have lifted just a few highlights of the year:

• Annual Fund Co-Chairs, Catie Enrico and Flauren Bender, achieved a record-breaking 99.75% parent participation and raised over $616,000.

• Under the leadership of LPA President, Shannon Morse, “Our Favorite Films” Auction was Chaired by Megan Ratcliff and Co-Chairs Stephanie Byrd, Natalie Johnson, Morgan Kennedy, Jen Lochridge, Tiffany Wilmer. The event raised just over $303,000.

• The LPAs extraordinary volunteer efforts extended into the greater Dallas community through our partnership with COMMIT!

• Alumni Association President, Lilly Albritton ’91, presented Former Board Chair, Karen Pollock, with the Spirit Award for her leadership at Lamplighter, within DISD, and at SMU.

• Campaign Chair, Jennifer Karol, brought us within reach of our $12,500,000 goal with just over $1,700,000 left to raise.

• Young Alumni Car Wash Chair, Jared Steinhart ’09 engaged over 85 middle and upper school alums who raised over $8,000 in support of the Igniting Young Minds Campaign.

These achievements would not have been possible without you, our dedicated donors and volunteers.

Trustees, Life Trustees, parents, grandparents, alumni, alumni parents, faculty, staff, and friends of Lamplighter, thank for your continued belief in the work of the school and for your unwavering support. Together, we are fulfilling the goals of the Strategic Plan and while we have so much more to accomplish, know that it is your generosity that allows us to provide each Lamplighter student a serious education wrapped in the wonder of childhood.

Yours most sincerely,

Sandy Diamond
Director of Advancement
Annual Fund Gifts by Source for 2015–2016

- Trustees, Life Trustees, and Former Trustees: $103,075.00
- Faculty/Staff: $15,072.80
- Parents: $270,365.17
- Grandparents: $26,695.00
- Alumni: $8,082.00
- Alumni Parents and Alumni Grandparents: $26,700.00
- Friends and Former Faculty/Staff: $2,007.00
- Foundations and Corporations: $164,323.20

Total Annual Fund Giving: $616,320.17

All Gifts by Designation for 2015–2016

- Annual Fund: $616,320.17
- Campaign for the Future: $124,041.69
- New Major Commitments: $4,063,873.96
- Lamplighter Endowed Funds: $1,466,808.29
- Alumni Faculty/Salary Support Endowed Funds: $21,733.00
- Community Support Fund: $4,293.12
- Media Center Open House: $12,991.00
- Media Center Tribute Fund: $3,712.89
- LPA Auction Proceeds: $303,086.64

Total Gifts to Lamplighter 2015-2016: $6,616,860.76

2015-16 OPERATING REVENUE & EXPENSES

Revenue

- Tuition: 87%
- Other incl. Endow. Draws: 7%
- Annual Fund: 6%

Expenses

- Salaries & Benefits: 69%
- Administrative: 9%
- Facilities: 10%
- Financial Aid: 5%
- Academic: 6%
- Fundraising: 1%
Cumulative Giving

The following is a comprehensive list reflecting cumulative giving receipts from donors for the period of June 1, 2015, to May 31, 2016. It includes all cash and pledges to annual, restricted, and endowment funds.

($1,000,000 and above)
Anonymous
Monica and Joe Eastin
The ISN Charitable Giving Fund

($100,000 and above)
Caroline and David '81 Ackerman
Edward and Wilhelmina Ackerman Foundation
Ed Ackerman
Edward and Wilhelmina Ackerman Foundation
Eddie Ackerman '85
Edward and Wilhelmina Ackerman Foundation
Paula Ackerman '79
Edward and Wilhelmina Ackerman Foundation
Anonymous
Tamara and David Campbell
Communities Foundation of Texas - 2015 Hunt Cares Employee Campaign
Catie and Aaron Enrico
The Aaron and Catie Enrico Family Foundation
Rosemary Enrico
Jenney and David Gillkin
Erin and Andrew Hillman Optimized, Inc.
Hoblitzelle Foundation
Rich Moses and Selwyn Rayzor
Jennifer and Jon Mosle
Communities Foundation of Texas
Katie and Kyle Oudit
Karen '76 and Richard Pollock
Catherine and Will '77 Rose
Samantha '83 and Jay Simmons
Edward and Wilhelmina Ackerman Foundation
Amy and Mike Zicarelli
Carol and John Levy
Levy Family Fund of The Dallas Foundation
Katherine Levy '02
Levy Family Fund of The Dallas Foundation
Catherine and Douglas MacMahon
Margaret Rogers
Margaret Jonsson Family Foundation

($25,000 – $49,999)
Heather and Ray Balesstri
Alice and Michael Brown
M&A Brown Family Foundation
Stephanie and Travis Hollman
Sally Junkins
The Jerry R. Junkins Family Foundation
Jennifer and Tom Karol
Kirsten and Mike Kernigan
The Jerry R. Junkins Family Foundation
Sarah and Jonathan Lamensdorf
Highland Capital Management, L.P.
Karen and Bruce Lobdell
Swag Stop, LLC
The Jerry R. Junkins Family Foundation
Sheryl and Eric Maas
Paula and Jon Mosle
Traci and Sean Owen
American Endowment Foundation
Ricki and Andy Rabin
Nicole '83 and Justin '83 Small
Communities Foundation of Texas
Meredith and Barry '79 Steinhardt
Clear Cove Capital, LLC
The Steinhardt Family Advised Fund of The Dallas Foundation
Phyllis and Ron Steinhardt
The Steinhardt Family Advised Fund of The Dallas Foundation
Bobby Sussman
Sarah and Russell Weinberg

($10,000 – $24,999)
Lisa and Chuck Brown
Cathy and Mark Cohen
Ntelicor, LP
Texas Instruments Foundation
Mark Henry and Marylene Leogier
Sunny and Craig Knocke
Penny '73 and Roy McClurg
Penny Glazer McClurg Family Fund of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
Wendy and Bill Payne
Chris Rowley and Mandy Dake
Cynthia and Jean-Louis Trochu
Texas Instruments Foundation
Vaughn Vennerberg
Amy and Kelcy Warren
Lauryn and Tom White
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC
Carmen and Andy Yung

($5,000 – $9,999)
Ricki and Randy Ebner
Wendy and Paul Genender
Margaret '89 and Brad Hirsch
Linda and Phil Hodgson
The Hodgson Family Charitable Fund
Colin Koon and Jackie OLeary-Koon
Ravi Mootha and Supriya Sehal
Jon Morgan '82 and Liz Seabury
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Dan Patterson
Clifton Phillips
Kristen Phillips
Alison and Cullen Powell
Wells Fargo Matching Gifts Program
Wendy and Henley Quading
Angelique and Ray Waddell

($1,000 – $4,999)
Katie and David Aisner
The Marion W. Minton & Walter J. Minton Foundation Inc.
Stacy and Tucker Anderson
Morning Star Foundation
Anonymous
Lisa and Kyle Artes
Texas Instruments Foundation
Trina and Corey Bailey
Susie and Scott Bender
Lori and Bob Bennett
Lindsey and Dave Beran
Hani Bishara and Yasmien Michael
Network For Good
YourCause, LLC

($50,000 – $99,999)
Flauren '90 and Jason Bender
Ashley and Robert Cathey
Erik Charton '77
Margaret Jonsson Family Foundation
Laura '71 and David Cole
Margaret Jonsson Family Foundation
Emily '73 and David '68 Corrigan
Margaret Jonsson Family Foundation
Laurie and Peter Grauer
Laura and Peter Grauer Foundation
Leslie '69 and Bob Krakow
Krakow Family Charitable Fund
Lisa and Peter Kraus
Laure and Rick Lear
Laura and Peter Grauer Foundation
Erin and Scott Calaway
Courtney and Dan Case
Danielle and Jeff Cate
David Chard
Alice and Kevin Chou
Raymond Chow and Lynn Doan
Mary and Alex '63 Coke
Ashley and John Coker
Tania and Pat Conroy
Mary McDermott Cook
Kevin Courtenay and
Elizabeth Brown '83
Angela and John Crates
Heather and Casey Deskins
ORIX USA Corporation
Sandy and Barry Diamond
Laura and Bill Dickason
Vivian and Billy Dimas
Melissa and Jeff Dornill
Homero Duarte and Lupe Mora
Mora's Income Tax Service Inc.
Betsy and Richard Eiseman
R.D. Eiseman, Inc.
Eve and Chip '61 Fagadaw
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Allegro and Rob Feito
Carrie and Kyle '74 Ford
Jack D. Genender '13
Joanne Giambro
Mark Giambro
Carolyn and Bob Goodrich
Meg and Dave Graves
Betty Green
Greenbriar Preston Hollow Restaurant, LLC
Leah and Jon '69 Gross
Robert Gross and Maya Leibman
Emily and Nicholas Haddock
Schwab Charitable Fund
Sandra Haddock
Schwab Charitable Fund
Jim Hakert and Jayme Coleman
Cindy and Brian Hanson
Correctional Food Services, Inc.
Jasmine and John Harris
Tjepke Heeringa and
Elizabeth Dodge '83
Liz '90 and Jeff Helfrich
Helfrich Family Charitable Fund
Treasure and Andy Hickman
Joan and Zach Hill
Nicole and Brian Householder
Cathey and Don Humphreys
Jane and Michael '75 Hurst
Jane & Michael Hurst Family Charitable Fund
The Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbey and Fallon Ahearn</td>
<td>Hawk Partners LLC</td>
<td>$850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Albritton</td>
<td></td>
<td>$845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne and Steve Alexander</td>
<td></td>
<td>$634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah and Liaqat Ali</td>
<td></td>
<td>$628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim and Antonio Allen</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel Altрабulsі and Lana Hamwі</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naya Altрабул's '18</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann Mathematics II, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AmazonSmile Foundation</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline and Max Anderson</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanna and Michael Anderson</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.C. and Stewart Armstrong</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra and Darren Avra</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Awad and Tamara Barsі</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luisа and Dan Babі</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria and Mark Backофеn</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dia and Kelvin Baggett</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice and Bill Barnett</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Barnett '00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura and Andy Baughman</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carne and Josh Bayі</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy and Robin Bechtold</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katheу '63 and Bruce Beddоw</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn and Tom Bell</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie and David Benners</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana and Dave Beran</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragan Beverly '98</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taryn Beverly '98</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Borjоc</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trаci and Trаvis Blаlocк</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie and Steve Bledsoе</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalіta '69 and Ed Blessing</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Bloom</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah '77 and Sam Bloom</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Bohаnаn</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather and Kevin Bonfield</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie и Kevin Bowden</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Bowman</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Campbell and Sarah Бrаley</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denbury</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby Brand '12</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trасі and Kevin '76 Brand</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirby Brand '05</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Brand '08</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda and Stuart Brand</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret and David Briggs</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy and James Britт</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Bromberg and Aneta Kucharsа</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Brown '10</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Brown '78</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca and Chad Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth and Michael Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Brown '95</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori and David Browne</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer and Andrew Blyowski</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane and Stuart Bumpas</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah и Zack Burdick</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Burton</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Buss</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally and Allen Butler</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence and John Butler</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise and Rodell Byrd</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie and Michael Byrd</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa и Steve Byrd</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celia Caldas '02</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Canham and Raksha Jain</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Carter '93</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara '89 and Douglas Carter</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy and Jim Cасе</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea Castleman '11</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soane Castleman '08</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean and John Cate</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda and John Caуley</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda and Michael Champion</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara и Jeff Chesnut</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandy и Rich Childs</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanie и Alex Chuang</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Cynthia и Bill Church</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Church '06</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will Church '06</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia и Cole Claibоrn</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgiana и Les Clark</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily и Walter Clarke</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capera Clement-Norinsky '91</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon и Mayer Cоhen</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo и Stanley Cohen</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline и Christopher Cole</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finn Collins '14</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa и William Collins</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan и Doug Conner</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy и Bob Connolly</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angie и Father Cаrs Constantinides</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan и Chris Cooper</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Cooper '10</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer и John Corrigan</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn R. Corrigan</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Cotten '06</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina и Kendall Cotten</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon и Dale Courtney</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann и Fred Covert</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Cox</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Cramм '10</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Cramм '07</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope и Gene Cramm</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Creel</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam и Jason Creel</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer '82 и Mike Cronіn</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Cronіn</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy '79 и Greg Crook</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitty и Tom Cross</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria и B.A. Cullum</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsy и Bennett Cullum</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liz Curlі</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey и Nate Curtis</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie и Chris Cuzalіna</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandy и Henry Dalton</td>
<td></td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cumulative Giving

Esther and Paul Hood
Patrick Hoogendijk and Lana Constantine
Angela Horowitz
Stevens Transport
Gary Horowitz ’71
Brooke and Blake Hortense
Anne and George Howard
Corinne and Clay Huff
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Grant Illes ’98
Sandra and Rick Illes
Collins Illich and Katie Reese
Navanette and Harold Illich
Fran and Don Jackson
Giggy ’81 and Peter Jacobson
Keith Jafari and Melody Ayeli
Gunjan and Anurag Jain
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Hilary Jenkins ’78
Gayle Johansen
Brandon Johnson
Diane and Doug Johnson
Melissa and Fred Johnson
Marietta Scurry Johnson
Patti Johnson
Christine and R.J. Johnson
Barbara and Scurry ’73 Johnson
Carolyn and Victor Johnson
Ronald Jones
Pratima and Ravi Joshi
Emily Jourdan ’75
Andrew Jur ’02
Ann Frances and Cliff Jur
Helen Jur ’98
Kathryn Kallison ’86
Jeffrey Kaplan and Lisa Newman
Jeffrey Kaplan and Lisa Newman
Charitable Fund of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
Sabra Katzav
Shaull Katzav
Lynne and Ron Kaufman
Priscilla and David Kellogg
Ashley and Kyle Kelly
Neil Keon and Debbie Loeb Keon
Brigitte and Kimo Kmicik
Sam Kimichik ’05
Eugenia ’75 and Frank-Paul King
Bridge and Ken Kippels
Kristen Kirk ’12
Stephanie and Scott Kirkham
Miriam and Jeffrey ’86 Kitner
Andrew Kleiman ’04
Dana and David Kleiman
Zach Kleiman ’02
Sarah Klitzke
Finley ’93 and Eric Konrade
Dane Kozielsky ’11
Shari and Andy Krage
Ben Krakow ’08
Jack Kraus ’09
Nick Kraus ’06
Will Kraus ’04
Tricia and Jim Krohn
Paige and Tom Kuchler
Lauren ’92 and Gregg Kupor
Neelima and Rahim Kurji
Melissa and Craig Lackey
Brenna and Will Lambert
Lamplighter Layers
June and Jason Landry
Mermitt and Nickie Lane
Eleanor Laney
Bonnie and Carl Lang
Amy and Philip Lang
Liz and Jason Lanier
Charlie Leake ’14
Ashley and Sam ’79 Leake
William Leake ’13
Schatzie and George Lee
Traci and Ham Lee
Judy and YC Lee
Nick Leggatt
Coleta and Joe Lewis
Kadon Lewis ’10
Brittany and Neal Lober
Michelle and Bill Lockhart
Charlotte Max Designs LLC
Gail and Peter Loeb
Eric Loehr
Teagan Loehr ’15
Tina and Michael D. Loehr
Dan Lowrance
Natalie and Jason Lu
Emily ’90 and Chris Luxen
Catherine Lynn
Selena Lyons
Shawn Lyons
Candy MacMahon
Pat and Barry Macy
Jill and Brent Magnuson
Myra and Mario Malacara
Chris Malone
Ron Mancini and Gena Konopka
Aarush Manikandan ’22
Greg Marquess ’79
Maria and Federico Marroquin
Candace and Rich Martin
Lindsey and Jay Martinson
Sarah Matheus
Pat Mattingly
Mary Ann May
Natalie McCollough
Kristen and Brian McCool
Eva and Peter McKee
Maria McKelvey ’98
Maryann and Vince McKeley
Rashida and Chris McKnight
Gloria and Cleon McKnight
Elizabeth and Darin McNeil
Lin McNeil
Elise and John Meadows
AT&T Employee Giving Campaign
Josh Mendell and Kate O’Donnell-Mendell
Teri and Tim Mendenhall
Keith Menter and Jerry Bania
Mary and Tommy ’89 Mercer
Nancy and Rich Meriam
Network for Good
Jim Messersmith
Rhonda Messersmith
Peggy ’73 and Dan Meyer
Su-Su and Jerry Meyer
Craig Meyers ’86
Lea Meyers ’09
Esther and Michael Meyers
Arun Meyyappan and Uma Annamalai
Andrew Michael ’68
Bruce Mickey and Barbara Schultz
Rhonda and Jeffrey ’74 Miller
Jenny Miller ’77
Amy and Brian Mits
Alison ’74 and David Monnich
Susan Moore ’81
Jennifer and Jeff Morrison
Dan Clifford and Shannon Morse ’80
Lucy and Thomas Morton
Michael Mosle ’08
The Dallas Foundation
Enka and Jarod Moss
Judith and David Mullens
Brian N. Murawski
Elise Murphy
Marynell Murphy
Jean and David Nesius
Schwab Charitable Fund
Katie ’94 and Nathan Nelson
Robyn and Brian ’74 Neuhoff
Wendy and Jay Newberger
Meg and Kevin Nicholson
Melissa and Norry Niven
Ann and Paul Noonan
Salmi Noruallah
Libbie and Bill Nylin
Johanna and Greg Nystrom
Ellen and Marc Oeschger
Kate and Mark Ogden
Jonathan Oh
Taeri Oh
Nathan Ohler and Heather Roseberry
Jayme Okerblom
Pam and Ken O’Krent
Donna and Larry Olschwanger
Jordan Olschwanger ’05
Megan Olschwanger ’08
Hennik Olund and Maria Then
Kristin ’89 and Aaron Ortega
Theresa Overall
Ana and Matt Owens
Frank Packard-Reed
Anne ’66 and Fernando Padilla
Chad Park and Rita Ne
Sasha Paschke
Sara and Stuart Pauley
Katie Payne ’06
Whit Payne ’09
Jeff Peck
Samuel Peña-Llopis and Silvia Vega-Rubín-de-Celis
Daniel Peña-Vega ’18
David Peña-Vega ’16
Janel and Danny Perez
Jeanie and Claborn Pernilliat
Lakeshia and Chris Peters
Suzanne and Huy Pham
Sonia Philipson
Cherie and Jim Pickett
Justine and Chaz Pokorski
Katherine Pollock ’10
Matthew Pollock ’11
Rebecca and Will Posten
Sarah and Ben Powell
Amy and Jason Puig
Linda Pullen
Monica and Toby Purdy
Pam and Keith Quarteman
Kendall Quarteman
Shampa and Emran Rahman
Kristianne Ramirez
Traci and Mark Ramsey
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
Vicki Raney
Ritu and Venu Rao
Kim Raschke
Jen and Ravi Ratan
Megan and Brian Ratcliff
Megan and Nicholas Rawlings
Mary Anne Redmond ’63
Karen and Keller Reid
Leanne and Mark Reiter
Mason Reiter ’04
Merrill Reiter ’01
Bianca Reyna
Alesia and Ed Ritenour
Kathy Ritz
Sam Roberts and Michelle Tate
Amanda ’83 and Jeff Rockow
Kevin and Charlotte Rogan
Rod Rohrich and Diane Gibby
Taylor Rohrich ’08
Damariz Rojo
Alex Rose ’10
Charlie Rose ’12
Jack Rose ’13
Ellen and Milt Rosenbaum
Anne and Chris ’72 Rote
David Rote ’06
Margaret Rote ’03
Debbi ’74 and Barry Rothschild
Carol and Dave Rowley
Carol and Tony Ruggeri
Ward Rushton ’08
Joyce Rutherford
Michele and Larry Rutt
Jessie Sackler
Jenny and Mitch Salzberg
Ellen and Lee Salzberger
Kippy and Dave Sands
Heather and Ryan Schamerloh
Marcia and Steve Schaul
Autumn and Shane Schnitzius
Rachel and Josh Schumann
Hillary and Mark Schwarz
Elisha and Jason Scott
Barbara and Brett Seabury
Betsie ’78 and Jim Sears
April and David Seeds
Jonathan Seib and Elida Dakoli
Nils Servalds and Margee Hocking ’78
Network For Good
Sofi Sethuraman ’16
Mann Mathematics II, LLC
Todd Shadle and Maria Reyes
Rosemary and Zeke Shashoua
Ryota Shibagaki and Sawako Miyama
Kirin Shivashwamy and Pushpa Mahalingam
Texas Instruments Foundation
Cheryl and Greg Shulman
Julie Silverman ’89
Courtney and Jeff Sinelli
Rose and Jay Singh
Bridget and Steve Sisson
Bryce Sizemore
Nancy and Jim Skochdopole
Morgan Slattery
Kate and Eric Smith
Lil and Greg Smith
Kelly and Scott Smoyer
Cat and Gary Socha
Amy Sowell
Gonca and Metehan Soysal
Meredith ’85 and Andy Spence
Ynetta and Dwayne Spencer
Kathy and Nate St. Clair
Shelby and Cliff Stanley
Rachel and Marc Starr
Kaili and Ed Stehel
Randi Steinhart
RS Event Productions
Megan ’85 and Michael Stern
Sheila and Larry Stern
Pat and Jim Stevens
Denise and Chris ’83 Stewart
Jan and Mike Stewart
Bill Stonaker and Tricia Wilson
Lisa and John Stone
Jody Stout
Amer Suleman and Mahvash Amer
Baran Sumer and Jennifer Lowney
Kathryn and John Szwejkowski
Target
Reagan Tate
Katie and Joe ’88 Tauscher
Michelle ’75 and Stewart Thomas
Mika and Nathan Thomas
Paul Thomas
Shannon and Jodie Thompson
Texas Instruments Foundation
Fidelma and Daniel Titus
Jennifer and Aaron Tobin
Aaron and Jennifer Tobin
Revocable Trust
Son Tran and Jade Le
Karim and Mark Tribuna
Trilogy, LLC
Gwendolyn and Richard Turcotte
Suzanne and Chris Turner
Mary Catherine and Joe ’96 Unis
Jessica Varela
Mani Venkataraman and Priya Manikandan
Patricia and John Vermillion
Stuart Vetterick ’88
Mona and James Vineyard
Jonie and Brian Wages
Marleen and Marty Waldman
Becky and Brandon Walker
Jaime and Steve Walkowiak
Leslie and Travis ’76 Wallace
Harianne and David Wallenstein
Marc Wallenstein ’90
Ferna and Craig Ward
Janina Washington
Britani Weems
Eleise and Rick Weisberg
JoAnn and Babu Welch
Lyndsey and Jonathan Welch
Jessica Westberry ’05
Jamie and Trey Whatley
Jeffrey Naimon and Carla Wheeler ’76
Shannon Wherry
Aimee ’85 and Josh Whitaker
Jackson Whitaker ’15
Christina and Allen ’89 White
Jill Wiedman
Debbie and David Wiggans
Paul Wignall
Karen Wilbur
Tiffany and Clayton ’83 Wilmer
Trish and Greg Wilson
Misty Wilson
Emily Wisner ’04
Peggy and Rory Wisner
Goldman, Sachs & Company
Bryant Wolf
Carrie Wright
Francis Barnes and Priscilla Wrubel
Katherine ’98 and Austin Wyker
Chow Yanamadala and Lavanya Inampudi
Mary and Tom Yang
Anne Yarbrough ’81
Alissa ’93 and Jordan Zachary
Angela and Luis Zambrano
Priya ’85 and Eric Zeikus
The following is a comprehensive list reflecting giving receipts from donors for the period of June 1, 2015, to May 31, 2016. It includes all cash gifts to the Annual Fund and Alumni Giving program.

Luminary Illuminator ($15,000 - $24,999)
- Alice and Michael Brown
- M&A Brown Family Foundation
- Monica and Joe Eastin
- Catherine and Will ’77 Rose

Luminary Torchbearer ($8,000 - $14,999)
- Catie and Aaron Enrico
- The Aaron and Catie Enrico Family Foundation
- Jenney and David Gillkin
- Mark Henry and Marylene Leogier
- Gunjan and Anurag Jain
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Colin Koon and Jackie O'Leary-Koon
- Sarah and Jonathan Lamersdorf
- Highland Capital Management, L.P.
- Penny ’73 and Roy McClurg
- Penny Glazer McClurg
- Family Fund of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
- Wendy and Bill Payne
- Vaughn Vennerberg
- Angelique and Ray Waddell
- Amy and Kelcy Warren
- Lauryn and Tom White

Luminary Member ($1,500 - $3,499)
- Katie and David Aisner
- The Marion W. Minton & Walter J. Minton Foundation Inc.
- Stacy and Tucker Anderson
- Morning Star Foundation
- Anonymous
- Lisa and Kyle Antes
- Texas Instruments Foundation
- Trina and Corey Bailey
- Heather and Ray Balestri
- Lindsey and Dave Beran
- Lauryn and Jason Bloom
- ORIX USA Corporation
- Allison and Chris Bovard
- Kristy and Taylor Bowen
- Chuck Briant and Lilly Albritton ’91
- Lisa and Chuck Brown
- Shorn and Clarence Brown
- Jenny and Pete Bulban
- Erika and Chad Burkhart
- Courtney and Dan Case
- Danielle and Jeff Cate
- Ashley and Robert Cathey
- Alice and Kevin Chou
- Raymond Chow and Lynn Doan
- Cathy and Mark Cohen
- Texas Instruments Foundation
- Ashley and John Coker
- Tania and Pat Conroy
- Mary McDermott Cook
- Kevin Courtney and Elizabeth Brown ’83
- Angela and John Crates
- Heather and Casey Deskins
- ORIX USA Corporation
- Laura and Bill Dickason
- Vivian and Billy Dimas
- Betsy and Richard Eiseman
- R.D. Eisenman, Inc.
- Evey and Chip ’61 Fagadaw
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Allegro and Rob Feito
- Wendy and Paul Genender
- Joanne Giambrone
- Mark Giambrone
- Meg and Dave Graves
- Robert Gross and Maya Leibman
- Emily and Nicholas Haddock
- Schwab Charitable Fund
- Jim Hakert and Jayne Coleman
- Cindy and Brian Hanson
- Jasmine and John Harris
- Tjepe Heeringa and Elizabeth Dodge ’83
- Joan and Zach Hill
- Linda and Phil Hodgson
- The Hodgson Family Charitable Fund
- Nicole and Brian Householder
- Cathey and Don Humphreys
- Jane and Michael ’75 Hurst
- Jane & Michael Hurst Family Charitable Fund of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
- Katie and Jed Johnson
- Sona and Jatin Kakkar
- Roni and Shawn Kelly
- Lisa and Matt Kirby
- Mirjam and Chris Kirk
- The Chris and Mirjam Kirk Donor Advised Fund of The Dallas Foundation
- Rita and Jack Klein
- Angela and Marc Klein
- Sunny and Craig Knocke
- Leslie ’69 and Bob Krakow
- Krakow Family Charitable Fund
- Billie Jean and Jay Langham
- Liza and Will Lee
- Bronwyn and Dan Levitan
- Carol and John Levy
- Katherine Levy ’02
- Levy Family Fund of The Dallas Foundation
- Lisa and Rick Levy
- Levy Family Fund of The Dallas Foundation
- Karen and Bruce Lobdell
- Swag Stop, LLC
- Jen and Brett Lochridge
- Oan-Yu and Keh-Shew Lu
- Nisha and Vikas Lunia
- David Mangelsdorf and Katrina Cotton
- Lillian and Chris Meyer
- Pam and Carter Meyer
- Steven Mickey ’00
- Amy and Matt ’88 Miller
- Patty and David Miller
- Vicki and Brian Miller
- Kim and Dakon Montgomery
- Jon Morgan ’82 and Liz Seabury
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Margaret and Jed ’82 Morse
- Kelly and David Moskovic
- Jennifer and Jon Mosle
- Neelam and Tariq Mussani
- Stephanie and Omar Nawaz
- Stefanie and Kent Nielson
- Mary and Steve Nix
- Katie and Kyle Oudt
- Lesa and John Oudt
- Natalie and Dirk Oudt
- Curt Pabst
- Kelley and Scott Parel
- Amisha and Amit Patel
- Nova and Lincoln Patel
- Sharon and David Pfaff
- Tim Phu and Kristine Doan
- Janelle and Alden Pinnell
- Lisa Pomp
- Ricki and Andy Rabin
- Peggy Rayzor
- Kristin and Ricky Rees
- Clayton Roberts and Cristie Columbus
- Laurie and Len Roberts
- Ali and Ben Robins
- Chris Rowley and Mandy Dake
- Tracy and Michael Roybal
- Ashley and Tony ’92 Ruggeri
- Republic Property Group, LTD

*** Denotes donors who have given consecutively to Lamplighter’s Annual Fund for ten or more years
** Denotes donors who have given consecutively to Lamplighter’s Annual Fund for five or more years
* Denotes donors who have given consecutively to Lamplighter’s Annual Fund for two or more years
Annual Giving Donors by Recognition Level

Dana and Frank Rumbauskas
Kimberly and Ryan Sabel
**Gowri and Alex Shama**
**Margaret ’77 and Glenn Solomon**
*Paul Staveteig and Gretchen Champion*
*Bobby Sussman Margaret and David Sykes*
*Charmaine and George Tang Janet and Michael Tierney*
*Rachel and Chris Trowbridge Laura and Bryan Trubey*
Jeff Valeri and Nicki Johnson
*Mitchell Ward and Pam Will’s-Ward Mi Jung and Jim Warner*
Lisa and George Warren
**Sarah and Russell Weinberg**
*McKinley and Brandon Wier Meredith and Rand Wrighton*
**Lucy ’78 and Steve Wrubel Daphna and Amor Yoffe**
***Sally and Barney Young***
*Carmen and Andy Yung*

The 1953 Club
($500 - $1,499)
Alyssa and Patrick Adams
*Abby and Fallon Ahearn Hawk Partners LLC*
Susan Albritton
*Basel Atabrous and Lana Hamwi Giovanna and Michael Anderson Victoria and Mark Backofen*
Dia and Kelvin Baggett
Alice and Bill Barnett
**Laura and Andy Baughman Susie and Scott Bender Lori and Bob Bennett**
Hani Bishara and Yasmien Michael
Network for Good YourCause, LLC
Susan and Brett ’71 Blakely
Traci and Travis Blalock
Kaila ’69 and Ed Blessing
*Joan Bowman Mia and Tyler Brous Lora and Steve Brown Lori and David Browne***
Diane and Stuart Bumpas
Denise and Rodell Byrd
Stephanie and Michael Byrd
*Matt Campbell and Sarah Braley Denbury***
Linda and John Cauley
David Chard
Jo and Stanley Cohen
Mary and Alex ’63 Coke
Emily ’73 and David ’58 Comigan
Jennifer and John Comigan
*Pam and Jason Creel Victoria and B.A. Cullum*
Catherine and Themos Dassopoulos
Mike Dozier and Kristine Price Dozier
Tara and Tom Draper
Homero Duarte and Lupe Mora
Mora’s Income Tax Service Inc.
*Sam and Tim Durst Angel and Eric Eichhorn*
Stephanie and Dan Fine
Jack D. Genender ’13
Ksenia and Sergei Gonchar
Carolyn and Bob Goodrich
*Greenbriar Preston Hollow Restaurant, LLC*
*Leah and Jon ’69 Gross David Guedry and Susie Hartman Sandra Haddock*
*Schwab Charitable Fund Cindy and Michael Harrington Amanda and Richard Hartman*
*Michelle Hartmann Norine Haynes Barbara and Jim Haxelwood*
*Liz ’90 and Jeff Helfrich Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund Kim and Hudson Henley*
*Melissa Hensley Network For Good*
*Thomas Hoitsma Jerry Holzweg and Marian Sackler Esther and Paul Hood*
**Gary Horowitz ’71 Corinne and Clay Huff Bank of America Charitable Foundation Collins Illich and Katie Reese Fran and Don Jackson Kelle and Joe Jackson Diane and Doug Johnson Natalie and Mark Johnson Patti Johnson Pratima and Ravi Joshi Priscilla and David Kellogg Susan and Bill Kennedy
**Kirsten and Mike Kerrigan Ani Koganti and Christine Ho**
**Lisa and Peter Kraus Melissa and Craig Lackey**
*Leslie and Michael Lanahan Merritt and Nickie Lane Amy and Philip Lang

Colin Leatherbury ’97
Sean Leatherbury ’94
Tom Leatherbury and Pat Villareal Judy andYC Lee
Schatzie and George Lee Traci and Harm Lee
*Brittany and Neal Lober Tina and Michael D. Loehr Caroline and Mario Lopez Dan Lowrance
Selena Lyons Shawn Lyons
Ron Mancini and Gena Konopka
**Candace and Rich Martin***
Sue McCullough
Elizabeth and Darin McNeil
Keith Menter and Jenny Bania
**Su-Su and Jerry Meyer Craig Meyers ’86**
Rory and Howard Meyers Andrew Michael ’68
Aloke Mishra and Shaheen Khan
Lucy and Thomas Morton
*Krika and Jarod Moss Ali Moustapha and Vickie Nguyen Judith and David Mullens Bruce N. Murawski**
*Elise Murphy Robyn and Brian ’74 Neuhoff Barbara and Bud Nichols*
*Melissa and Norny Niven Ellen and Marc Oeschger Henrik Olund and Maria Then Chad Park and Rita Ne*
**Monica and Toby Purdy Shampa and Emran Rahman Kristianne Ramirez Vicki Raney Jen and Ravi Ratan*
Megan and Brian Ratcliff
*Upendar Reddy and Tulika Jain Edna and Dante Rennulli Christine and Dick Rogoff Rogoff Family Charitable Trust Deedee Rose Ana and Paul Rudnicki Carol and Tony Ruggeri Ward Rushton ’08
*Michele and Larry Rutt Jenny and Mitch Salzberg Heather and Ryan Schamelich Hillary and Mark Schwarz Jonathan Seib and Elida Dakoli
**Terri and Larry Sengbush Sengbush Studio, Inc.**
*Nils Severdahl and Margie Hocking ’78

Ryota Shibagaki and Sawako Miyama
*Kiran Shivawanshi and Pushpa Mahalingam Texas Instruments Foundation
Courtney and Jeff Sinelli Rose and Jay Singh
*Cherie and Neal Small Kate and Eric Smith Kelly and Scott Smoyer Megan ’85 and Michael Stern Pat and Jim Stevens
*Carrie Swango ’10
**Candace and Max ’76 Swango Jackson Swango ’12
Katherine Swango ’14
*Katie and Joe ’88 Tauscher Carolyn and Jake Thomas
***Michelle ’75 and Stewart Thomas Bank of America Charitable Foundation Son Tran and Jade Le Aris Tsiakos and Helen Kapoos Gwendolyn and Richard Turcotte
*Suzanne and Chris Turner Mary Catherine and Joe ’96 Unis Jaime and Steve Walkowiak
*Harianne and David Wallenstein Fema and Craig Ward Eleise and Rich Weisberg JoAnn and Babu Welch
Amy and Greg Weselka Jamie and Trey Whatley
*Christina and Allen ’89 White Tiffany and Clayton ’83 Wilmer
Chow Yanamadala and Lavanya Inampudi
*Alissa ’93 and Jordan Zachary Angela and Luis Zambrano

The Lantern Club
($25 - $499)
Walter Edward Adams Hongvien and Daniel Adashek Angelica and Josué Aguilar
ABS Medical Clinic Inc.
Anne and Steve Alexander Sarah and Liaqat Ali
Kim and Antonio Allen
C.C. and Stewart Armstrong Sandra and Darren Avrea
David Awad and Tamara Barsik
Luisa and Dan Babich
*Francis Barnes and Priscilla Wrubel Kate Barnett ’00
*Carrie and Josh Bays Wendy and Robin Bechtold

***Denotes donors who have given consecutively to Lamplighter’s Annual Fund for twenty or more years
** Denotes donors who have given consecutively to Lamplighter’s Annual Fund for ten or more years
* Denotes donors who have given consecutively to Lamplighter’s Annual Fund for five or more years
Annual Giving Donors by Recognition Level

Liz and Jason Lanier *Ashley and Sam ‘79 Leake Charlie Leake ’14 William Leake ’13 *Nick Leggatt Coleta and Joe Lewis *Michelle and Bill Lockhart Charlotte Max Designs LLC Gail and Peter Loeb *Rayna and Michael Loeb Eric Loehr Natalie and Jason Lu Emily ’90 and Chris Luxen *Catherine Lynn Candy MacMahon *Pat and Barry Macy **Jill and Brent Magnuson Myra and Mario Malacara *Chris Malone Greg Marquess ’79 *Maria and Federico Marroquin *Lindsey and Jay Martinson Sarah Mathews Pat Mattingly Mary Ann May Natalie McCollough *Melani and Craig McDougal Natalie McCollough *Mika and Nathan Thomas *Mary and Tommy ’89 Mercer Teri and Tim Mendenhall Kate O’Donnell-Mendell *Lindsey and Nate Curtis *Seth Brown ’95


Merrill Reiter ’01 Bianca Reyna *Alexia and Ed Ritenour ***Kathy Ritz Sam Roberts and Michelle Tate *Amanda ’83 and Jeff Rockow Kevin and Charlotte Rogan Rod Rohrich and Diane Gibby Taylor Rohrich ’08 Damariz Rojo Alex Rose ’10 Charlie Rose ’12 Jack Rose ’13 Ellen and Milt Rosenbaum Anne and Chris ’72 Rote David Rote ’06 Margaret Rote ’03 Debbi ’74 and Barry Rothschild Carol and Dave Rowley *Jessie Sakler *Ellen and Lee Salzberger *Kippy and Dave Sands **Marcia and Steve Schaul *Rachel and Josh Schumann Elisha and Jason Scott Barbara and Brett Seabury *Betsie ’78 and Jim Sears *Todd Shadle and Maria Reyes *Rosemary and Zeke Shashoua **Cheryl and Greg Shulman Julie Silverman ’89 Bridget and Steve Sisson Bryce Sizemore Nancy and Jim Skochdopole *Lil and Greg Smith Cat and Gary Socha Amy Sowell Gonca and Metehan Soysal Meredith ’85 and Andy Spence **Ynetta and Dwayne Spencer Kathy and Nate St. Clair Shelby and Cliff Stanley *Rachel and Marc Starr Kaili and Ed Stehel Randi Steinhardt RS Event Productions *Sheila and Larry Stem *Denise and Chris ’83 Stewart Jan and Mike Stewart **Bill Stonaker and Tricia Wilson Lisa and John Stone **Jody Stout *Amer Suleman and Mahvash Amer *Baran Sumer and Jennifer Lowney **Reagan Tate *Mika and Nathan Thomas *Paul Thomas *Shannon and Jodie Thompson Texas Instruments Foundation Jennifer and Aaron Tobin Aaron and Jennifer Tobin Revocable Trust Karin and Mark Tribuna Trilogy, LLC Mani Venkataraman and Priya Manikanad **Patricia and John Vermillion Stuart Vetterick ’88 Mona and James Vineyard Jorie and Brian Wages Marleen and Marty Waldman Becky and Brandon Walker Leslie and Travis ’76 Wallace *Marc Wallenstein ’90 Janina Washington Britani Weems **Lyndsey and Jonathan Welch Jessica Westberry ’05 Shannon Wherry *Aimee ’85 and Josh Whitaker Jackson Whittaker ’15 *Jill Wiedman *Debbie and David Wiggins Paul Wignall *Karen Wilbur Misty Wilson Trish and Greg Wilson *Emily Wisner ’04 *Peggy and Rory Wisner Goldman, Sachs & Company **Bryant Wolf **Carrie Wright Katherine ’98 and Austin Wyker Mary and Tom Yang ***Anne Yarbrough ’81 Priya ’85 and Eric Zeikus

$1–$24.99 Gifts

Naya Altrabulsi ’18 Mann Mathematics II, LLC *Leslie and Steve Bledsoe *Stephanie and Kevin Bowden Abby Brand ’12 Kirby Brand ’05 *Sheby Brand ’08 **Tracy and Kevin ’76 Brand Seth Brown ’95 *Bill Burton Sara and Jeff Chesnut Olivia and Cole Claiborn Caroline and Christopher Cole *Linsey and Nate Curtis

*** Denotes donors who have given consecutively to Lamplighter’s Annual Fund for twenty or more years
** Denotes donors who have given consecutively to Lamplighter’s Annual Fund for ten or more years
* Denotes donors who have given consecutively to Lamplighter’s Annual Fund for five or more years
The following is a comprehensive list reflecting cumulative giving from individual donors for the period June 1, 2015, to May 31, 2016, sorted by constituency type. It includes cash contributions to annual, restricted, capital, and endowed funds.

**Donors by Constituency**

**Board of Trustees**
(100% participation)
Chuck Briant and 'Lilly Albritton '91
Flaunen '90 and Jason Bender
Shonn and Clarence Brown
David Chard
Angela and John Crates
Monica and Joe Eastin
Catie and Aaron Enrico
Jenney and David Gillkin
Meg and Dave Graves
Linda and Phil Hodgson
Jane and Michael '75 Hurst
Gunjan and Anurag Jain
Jennifer and Tom Karol
Leslie '69 and Bob Krakow
Laura and Rick Lear
Lisa and Will Lee
Catherine and Douglas MacMahon
Jon Morgan '82 and Liz Seabury
Margaret and Jed '82 Morse
Dan Clifford and Shannon Morse '80
Monica and Toby Purdy
Kristin and Ricky Rees
Catherine and Will '77 Rose
Nicole '83 and Justin '83 Small
Charmaine and George Tang
Cynthia and Jean-Louis Trochu
Amy and Kelcy Warren
Sarah and Russell Weinberg
Carmen and Andy Yung

**Life Trustees**
Diane and Stuart Bumpas
Mary McDermott Cook
Emily '73 and David '68 Corrigan
Susan and Mike Dodge
Marietta Scurry Johnson
Rita and Jack Klein
Carol and John Levy
Patty and David Miller
Barbara and Bud Nichols
Margaret Rogers
Sally and Barney Young

**Faculty and Staff**
(100% participation)
Carrin and Josh Bays
Kathey '63 and Bruce Beddow
Leslie and Steve Bledsoe
Ana Bohanan
Amy Brown '78

Hannah Brown
Sarah and Zack Burdick
Bill Burton
Florence and John Butler
Celia Caldas '02
Linda and John Cauley
Olivia and Cole Claiborn
Caroline and Christopher Cole
Cindy and Bob Connolly
Angie and Father Chris
Constantinides
Debbie Cox
Liz Curnil
Lindsey and Nate Curtis
Brandy and Henry Dalton
Sandy and Barry Diamond
Landy and Alex Fox
Maggie Fulton
Baneer Horayeb and
Jacquelyn Wilcox
Ed Goff and Laura Chapuis
Jezabel Guadalupe
Rachel and Jose Gutierrez
Lauren and Ross Hardage
Jasmine and John Harris
Jennifer Heiss
Debbie and Jonathan Herskovitz
Cara and Richard Hicks
Joan and Zach Hill
Hilary Jenkins '78
Sarah Kitzke
Shari and Andy Krage
June and Jason Landry
Nick Leggatt
Catherine Lynn
Natalie McCollough
Kristen and Brian McCool
Sue McCullough
Eva and Peter McKee
Judith and David Mullens
Elise Murphy
Marynell Murphy
Katie '94 and Nathan Nelson
Johanna and Greg Nystrom
Kate and Mark Ogden
Pam and Ken O'Krent
Ana and Matt Owens
Jeff Peck
Lakeshia and Chris Peters
Vicki Raney
Kim Raschke
Bianca Reyna
Alesia and Ed Ritenour

Kathy Ritz
Damaniz Rojo
Autumn and Shane Schnitzius
Rachel and Josh Schumann
April and David Seeds
Cheryl and Greg Shulman
Bryce Szemore
Morgan Slattery
Amy Sowell
Ynetta and Dwayne Spencer
Kathy and Nate St. Clair
Casey Stoltz
Jody Stout
Kathryn and John Szwejkowski
Reagan Tate
Fidelma and Daniel Titus
Jessica Varela
Patricia and John Vermillion
Becky and Brandon Walker
Lyndsey and Jonathan Welch
Jill Wiedman
Misty Wilson
Bryant Wolf
Carrie Wright
Anne Yarbrough '81

**Parents**
Class of 2016
Lisa and Kyle Antes
Heather and Ray Balestri
Laura and Andy Baughman
Traci and Travis Blalock
Allison and Chris Bovard
Maura and Jason Bradshaw
Rebecca and Chad Brown
Shonn and Clarence Brown
Lori and David Browne
Erika and Chad Burkhardt
Jennifer and John Corrigan
Laurie and Joe Darlak
Catherine and
Themos Dassopoulos
Laura and Bill Dickason
Cragina and Dan Dover
Monica and Joe Eastin
Catie and Aaron Enrico
Laura ‘86 and Brad Godkin
Meg and Dave Graves
Jim Hakert and Jayne Coleman
Melissa Hensley
Kate and Jeff Hoedebeck
Kacy and Steve Holmes

Esther and Paul Hood
Gunjan and Anurag Jain
Sabra Katzav
Shauf Katzav
Angela and Marc Klein
Nisha and Vikas Lunia
David Mangelsdorf and
Katrina Cotton
Maria and Federico Marroquin
Melani and Craig McDougal
Pam and Carter Meyer
Enka and Jarod Moss
Robyn and Brian ’74 Neuhoff
Wendy and Jay Newberger
Amisha and Armit Patel
Nova and Lincoln Patel
Samuel Peña-Llopis and
Silvia Vega-Rubín-de-Celis
Sharon and David Pfaff
Clifton Phillips
Kristen Philips
Tim Phu and Kristine Doan
Jen and Ravi Ratan
Kristin and Ricky Rees
Chris Rowley and Mandy Dake
Venkat Sethuraman and
Naheed Shahid
Todd Shadle and Maria Reyes
Kieran Shivaswamy and
Pushpa Mahalingam
Nicole ’83 and Justin ’83 Small
Charmaine and George Tang
Paul Thomas
Laura and Bryan Trubey
Lucy '78 and Steve Wrubel
Amy and Mike Zicarelli

**Class of 2017**
Heather and Ray Balestri
Spencer Bromberg and
Aneta Kucharska
Michael Buss
Nancy Buss
Dan Clifford and Shannon Morse '80
Cathy and Mark Cohen
Jennifer ‘82 and Mike Cronin
Laura and Bill Dickason
Ricki and Randy Ebner
Donors by Constituency

Mark Envani and Lori Ward
Jen and Greg Fomin
David Gerber and Lara Johnson
Basheer Ghorayeb and
Jacquelyn Wilcox
Jenney and David Gillikin
Cindy and Michael Harrington
Tjepke Heeringa and
Elizabeth Dodge ’83
Kim and Thomas Henley
Erin and Andrew Hillman
Jenny Holzweg and Marian Sackler
Katie and Jed Johnson
Brenna and Will Lambert
Lisa and Rick Levy
Karen and Bruce Lobdell
Eric Loehr
Selena Lyons
Shawn Lyons
Jennifer and Jeff Morrison
Kelly and David Moskovic
Suzanne and Huy Pham
Selwyn Rayzor and Rich Moses
Upendar Reddy and Tulika Jain
Karen and Keller Reid
Edna and Dante Renzulli
Sam Roberts and Michelle Tate
Rose and Jay Singh
Paul Staveteig and
Gretchen Champion
Meredith and Barry ’79 Steinhart
Megan ’85 and Michael Stern
Baran Sumer and Jennifer Lowney
Laure and Bryan Trubey
Vaughn Vennerberg
Mitchell Ward and Pam Wills-Ward
Sarah and Russell Weinberg

Class of 2018
Alyssa and Patrick Adams
Abbey and Fallon Ahearn
Basel Altrabulsi and Lana Hamwi
Stacy and Tucker Anderson
Stephanie and Kevin Bowden
Kristy and Taylor Bowen
Maura and Jason Bradshaw
Sarah and Russell Weinberg
Jennifer and Andrew Brylowski
Matt Campbell
Danielle and Jeff Cate
Ashley and Robert Cathey
Jeanie and Alex Chuang
Tania and Pat Conroy
Vivian and Billy Dimas
Jaimey Dunn
Monica and Joe Eastin

Allegra and Rob Feito
Soume and Paul Foshee
David Gerber and Lara Johnson
Laura ’86 and Brad Godkin
Meg and Dave Graves
Robert Gross and Maya Leibman
Trip Hall and Cinthia Lopez
Cindy and Brian Hanson
Michelle Hartmann
Liz ’90 and Jeff Helfrich
Mark Henry and Marylene Leogier
Thomas Hoitsma
Corinne and Clay Huff
Natalie and Mary Johnson
Mirjam and Chris Kirk
Stephanie and Scott Kirkham
Sunny and Craig Knocke
Anil Koganti and Christine Ho
Lisa and Rick Levy
Brittany and Neal Lober
Jen and Brett Lochridge
Shaheen Khan and Alok Mishra
Jon Morgan ’82 and Liz Seabury
Enka and Jarod Moss
Brian N. Murawski
Melissa and Norry Niven
Ellen and Marc Oeschger
Jonathan Oh
Taei Oh
Nathan Ohler and
Heather Roseberry
Curt Pabst
Samuel Peña-Llopis and
Silvia Vega-Rubin-de-Celis
Clifton Phillips
Kristen Phillips
Lisa Pomp
Rebecca and Will Posten
Kristianne Ramirez
Ritu and Venu Rao
Tracy and Michael Roybal
Heather and Ryan Schamerloh
Nils Senvalds and Margee Hocking ’78
Margaret ’77 and Glenn Solomon
Denise and Chris ’83 Stewart
Charmaine and George Tang
Son Tran and Jade Le
Rachel and Chris Towbridge
Vaughn Vennerberg
Mi Jung and Jim Warner
Chow Yanamadala and
Lavanya Inampudi
Priya ’85 and Eric Zeikus
Amy and Mike Zicarelli

Class of 2019
Anonymous
Trina and Corey Bailey
Traci and Travis Blalock
Heather and Kevin Bonfield
Stephanie and Michael Byrd
Ashley Carter ‘93
Courtney and Dan Case
Emily and Walter Clarke
Debbie and Chris Cuzalina
Angel and Eric Eichhorn
Jamie and Greg Gaunt
Ksenia and Sergei Gonchar
Yolanda and Eric Habimana
Cindy and Brian Hanson
Chris Hams ’87
Julie Harris
Nim and Andrew Harris
Amanda and Richard Hartman
Kim and Hudson Henley
Erin and Andrew Hillman
Gunjan and Anurag Jain
Brandon Johnson
Christine and RJ. Johnson
Melissa and Fred Johnson
Lisa and Matt Kirby
Sunny and Craig Knocke
Colin Koon and
Jackie O’Leary-Koon
Paige and Tom Kuchler
Neelima and Rahim Kurji
Amy and Philip Lang
Eric Loehr
Caroline and Mario Lopez
Yu-Yu and Jason Lu
Catherine and Douglas MacMahon
Chris Malone
Lindsey and Jay Martinson
Josh Mendell and
Kate O’Donnell-Mendell
Lillian and Chris Meyer
Pam and Carter Meyer
Arun Meyyappan and
Una Annamalai
Amy and Brian Mits
Margaret and Jed ’82 Morse
Ali Moustapha and Vickie Nguyen
Mary and Steve Nix
Natalie and Dirk Oudt
Katie and Kyle Oudt
Sasha Paschke
Tim Phu and Kristine Doan
Kendall Quarteman
Shampa and Emran Rahman
Megan and Brian Ratcliff
Kristin and Ricky Rees

Ana and Paul Rudnicki
Rachel and Josh Schumann
Courtney and Jeff Sinelli
Bridget and Steve Sisson
Nicole ’83 and Justin ’83 Small
Kate and Eric Smith
Kelly and Scott Smoyer
Megan ’85 and Michael Stern
Mika and Nathan Thomas
Son Tran and Jade Le
Laura and Bryan Trubey
Aris Tsiakos and Helen Kaporis
Suzanne and Chris Turner
Mona and James Vineyard
Eleise and Rick Weissberg
Christina and Allen ’89 White
McKinley and Brandon Wier
Tiffany and Clayton ’83 Wilmer
Daphna and Amir Yoffe
Carmen and Andy Yung
Priya ’85 and Eric Zeikus

Class of 2020
Katie and David Asiner
Anne and Steve Alexander
Basel Altrabulsi and Lana Hamwi
David Awad and Tamara Barsik
Flauren ’90 and Jason Bender
Lindsey and Dave Beran
Hani Bishara and Yasmien Michael
Kevin Courtney and
Elizabeth Brown ’83
Erin and Scott Calaway
Russell Canham and Raksha Jain
Danielle and Jeff Cate
Ashley and Robert Cathey
Sara and Jeff Chesnut
Mandy and Rich Childs
Tania and Pat Conroy
Tjepke Heeringa and
Elizabeth Dodge ’83
Melisa and Jeff Dornill
Mike Dozier and Kristine Price Dozier
Tara and Tom Draper
Mark Envani and Lori Ward
Elyana and Casey Erick
Stephanie Farquhar
Allegra and Rob Feito
Stephanie and Dan Fine
Brooke and Bryan Fletcher
Trip Hall and Cinthia Lopez
Joc and Preston Herold
Treasure and Andy Hickman
Kate and Jeff Hoedebeck
Stephanie and Travis Hollman
Brooke and Blake Hortenstein
Donors by Constituency

Nicole and Brian Householder
Kelle and Joe Jackson
Carolyn and Victor Johnson
Pratima and Ravi Joshi
Morgan and Scott Kennedy
Neil Keon and Debbie Loeb Keon
Melissa and Craig Lackey
Brenda and Will Lambert
Sarah and Jonathan Lamensdorf
Amy and Philip Lang
Traci and Ham Lee
Amy and Matt ‘88 Miller
Jennifer and Jeff Morrison
Dan Clifford and Shannon Morse ‘80
Lucy and Thomas Morton
Salim Nourallah
Jayme Okerblom
Henrik Olund and Maria Then
Natalie and Dirik Oudt
Frank Packard-Reed
Kelley and Scott Parel
Chad Park and Reta Ne
Janelle and Alden Pinnell
Justine and Chaz Pokorski
Alison and Cullen Powell
Amy and Jason Puig
Wendy and Henley Quading
Ritu and Venu Rao
Sam Roberts and Michelle Tate
Ali and Ben Robins
Kimberly and Ryan Sabel
Heather and Ryan Scharneroth
Elisha and Jason Scott
Meredith and Andy Spence
Kaili and Ed Stehel
Karin and Mark Tribuna
Gwendolyn and Richard Turcotte
Jorie and Brian Wages
James and Steve Walkowiak
Janina Washington
JoAnn and Babu Welch
Shannon Wherry
McKinley and Brandon Wier

Class of 2021
Hongvien and Daniel Adashek
Chuck Briant and Lilly Albritton ‘91
Sarah and Liaqat Ali
Giovanna and Michael Anderson
Victoria and Mark Backofen
Wendy and Robin Bechtold
Lori and Bob Bennett
Heather and Kevin Bonfield
Kristy and Taylor Bowen
Kristy and James Britt
Mia and Tyler Brous
Alice and Kevin Chou
Ashley and John Coker
Pam and Jason Creel
Heather and Casey Deskins
Kate and Nathan ‘88 Dicker
Homero Duarte and Lupe Mora
Monica and Joe Eastin
Annie and Tad Fallows
Kristin and Nathan Fay
Caroline and Tim Finnegan
Lisa and Chris ‘83 Gannett
Louis Gennarelli and
Roberta Rossato
Melissa and Michael Gerstle
Joanne Giambrone
Mark Giambrone
Shannon Glowacki
Emily and Nicholas Haddock
Sara and Stephen Harder
Lyndsey and Scott Harper
Liz ’90 and Jeff Heftich
Esther and Paul Hood
Natalie and Mark Johnson
Sonia and Jatin Kakkar
Ashley and Kyle Kelly
Roni and Shawn Kelly
Morgan and Scott Kennedy
Susan and Bill Kennedy
Lisa and Matt Kirby
Stephanie and Scott Kirkham
Anil Koganti and Christine Ho
Paige and Tom Kuchler
Liz and Jason Lanier
Traci and Ham Lee
Browyn and Dan Levitan
Ran Mancini and Gena Konopka
Rashida and Chris McKnight
Elizabeth and Darin McNeil
Keith Menter and Jeny Bania
Kim and Dakon Montgomery
Margaret and Jed ‘82 Morse
Neelam and Tariq Mussani
Meg and Kevin Nicholson
Stefanie and Kent Nielsen
Natalie and Dirik Oudt
Sara and Stuart Pauley
Janel and Danny Perez
Janelle and Alden Pinnell
Megan and Nicholas Rawlings
Ana and Paul Rudnicki
Dana and Frank Rumbauskas
Jenny and Mitch Salzberg
Ryota Shibagaki and
Sawako Miyama
Gonca and Metehan Soysal
Shelby and Cliff Stanley
Mika and Nathan Thomas
Janet and Michael Tierney
Karina and Mark Tribuna
Rachel and Chris Trowbridge
Jaime and Steve Walkowiak
Brittani Weemns
Amy and Greg Weselka
Jamie and Trey Whatley
Tiffany and Clayton ‘83 Wilmer
Trish and Greg Wilson
Meredith and Rand Wrighton
Mary and Tom Yang
Daphna and Amir Yoffe
Angela and Luis Zambrano
Priya ’85 and Eric Zeikus

Class of 2022
Kim and Antonio Allen
Luisa and Dan Babich
Dia and Kevin Baggett
Flauren ’90 and Jason Bender
Lindsey and Dave Beran
Lauryn and Jason Bloom
Courtney and Dan Case
Ashley and Robert Cathey
Mandy and Rich Childs
Raymond Chow and Lynn Doan
Emily and Walter Clarke
Ryan and Doug Conner
Jennifer ‘82 and Mike Cronin
Victoria and B.A. Cullum
Sarah and Jason Dennis
Allegra and Rob Feito
Darshan and Shyama Gandhi
Ben and David Gillikin
David Guedry and Susie Hartman
Sarah and Mark Haidar
Charity and Bradshaw Hawkins
Mark Henry and Marylene Leogier
Treasure and Andy Hickman
Collins Illich and Katie Reese
Melanie and Eugene Jabbour
Keth Jafari and Melody Ayeli
Christine and R.J. Johnson
Brenna and Will Lambert
Billie Jean and Jay Langham
Judy and YC Lee
Brittany and Neal Lober
Catherine and Douglas MacMahon
Aloke Mishra and Shaheen Khan
Ravi Mootha and Supriya Sehgal
Lucy and Thomas Morton
Stephanie and Omar Nawaz
Mary and Steve Nix
Nathan Olhner and
Heather Roseberry

Kristin ‘89 and Aaron Ortega
Katie and Kyle Oudt
Ali and Cullen Powell
Amy and Jason Puig
Megan and Brian Ratcliff
Ali and Ben Robins
Amanda ‘83 and Jeff Rockow
Rachel and Josh Schumann
Hillary and Mark Schwarz
Jonathan Seib and Elida Dakoli
Courtney and Jeff Sinelli
Cat and Gary Socha
Margaret ‘77 and Glenn Solomon
Carolyn and Jake Thomas
Jennifer and Aaron Tobin
Aris Tsiakos and Helen Kaporis
Gwendolyn and Richard Turcotte
Jeff Valeri and Nicki Johnson
Angelique and Ray Waddell
Eilese and Rick Weisberg
Amy and Greg Weselka
Christina and Allen ’89 White

2015–2016 Annual Fund Parent Participation by Grade Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>% Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Grade</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Grade</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Grade</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Grade</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-K AM</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-K PM</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-K All Day</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Parent Participation: 99.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alumni Donors by Decade

1960s
Kathey ’63 and Bruce Beddow
Jill Bee ’69
Ross Bee ’63
Kalita ’69 and Ed Blessing
Mary and Alex ’63 Coke
Emily ’73 and David ’68 Corrigan
Evey and Chip ’61 Fagadau
Rebecca and Jack ’64 Goetz
Leah and Jon ’69 Gross
Leslie ’69 and Bob Krakow
Andrew Michael ’68
Anne ’66 and Fernando Padilla
Mary Anne Redmond ’63

1970s
Paula Ackerman ’79
Susan and Brett ’71 Blakey
Sarah ’77 and Sam Bloom
Tracy and Kevin ’76 Brand
Amy Brown ’78
Erik Charton ’77
Laura ’71 and David Cole
Emily ’73 and David ’68 Corrigan
Nancy ’79 and Greg Crook
Carrie and Kyle ’74 Ford
Barri ’78 and Chris Grossi
Gary Horowitz ’71
Jane and Michael ’75 Hurst
Hilary Jenkins ’78
Barbara and Scurry ’73 Johnson
Emily Jourdan ’75
Eugenia ’75 and Frank-Paul King
Ashley and Sam ’79 Leake
Greg Marquess ’79
Penny ’73 and Roy McClurg
Peggy ’73 and Dan Meyer
Jerry Miller ’77
Rhonda and Jeffrey ’74 Miller
Alison ’74 and David Monnich
Jeffrey Naimon and Carla Wheeler ’76
Robyn and Brian ’74 Neuhoff
Karen ’76 and Richard Pollock
Catherine and Will ’77 Rose
Anne and Chris ’72 Rote
Debbi ’74 and Barry Rothchild
Betsie ’78 and Jim Sears
Nils Sernovlds and Marjee Hocking ’78
Margaret ’77 and Glenn Solomon
Meredith and Barry ’79 Steinhardt
Candace and Max ’76 Swango
Michelle ’75 and Stewart Thomas
Leslie and Travis ’76 Wallace
Lucy ’78 and Steve Wrubel

1980s
Caroline and David ’81 Ackerman
Eddie Ackerman ’85
Kara ’89 and Douglas Carter
Dan Clifford and Shannon Morse ’80
Kevin Courtney and
Elizabeth Brown ’83
Jennifer ’82 and Mike Cronin
Kate and Nathan ’88 Dicker
Casey ’86 and Ross Fleming
Lisa and Chris ’83 Gannett
Mandy Ginsberg ’80
Laura ’86 and Brad Godkin
Ashley Greene ’84
Chris Harris ’87
Tjepke Heeringa and
Elizabeth Dodge ’83
Margaret ’89 and Brad Hirsch
Giggy ’81 and Peter Jacobson
Kathryn Kallison ’86
Miriam and Jeffrey ’86 Kitner
Mary and Tommy ’89 Mercer
Craig Meyers ’86
Amy and Matt ’88 Miller
Susan Moore ’81
Jon Morgan ’82 and Liz Seabury
Margaret and Jed ’82 Morse
Kristin ’89 and Aaron Ortega
Amanda ’83 and Jeff Rockow
Julie Silverman ’89
Samantha ’83 and Jay Simons
Nicole ’83 and Justin ’83 Small
Meredit ’85 and Andy Spence
Megan ’85 and Michael Stern
Denise and Chris ’83 Stewart
Katie and Joe ’88 Tauscher
Stuart Vetterick ’88
Aimee ’85 and Josh Whitaker
Christina and Allen ’89 White
Tiffany and Clayton ’83 Wilmer
Anne Yarbrough ’81
Priya ’85 and Eric Zeikus

1990s
Chuck Briant and Lilly Albright ’91
Flauren ’90 and Jason Bender
Ragan Beverly ’98
Taryn Beverly ’98
Seth Brown ’95
Ashley Carter ’93
Capera Clement-Norinsky ’91
Stacylyn Dewey ’95
Fontaine Foxworth ’99
Ken ’90 and David Goldfarb
Liz ’90 and Jeff Helfrich
Grant Illes ’98
Helen Jury ’98
Finley ’93 and Eric Konrade
Lauren ’92 and Gregg Kupor
Sean Leatherbury ’94
Colin Leatherbury ’97
Emily ’90 and Chris Luxen
Mary McKelvey ’98
Katie ’94 and Nathan Nelson
Ashley and Tony ’92 Ruggen
Mary Catherine and Joe ’96 Unis
Marc Wallenstein ’90
Katherine ’98 and Austin Wyker
Alissa ’93 and Jordan Zachary

2000s
Kate Barnett ’00
Kirby Brand ’05
Shelby Brand ’08
Celia Caldas ’02
Sloane Castleman ’08
Emily Church ’06
Will Church ’06
Caroline Cotten ’06
Claire Cramm ’07
Lindsay Dolan ’00
Catherine Duffy ’05
Tom Duffy ’02
Sarah Frazee ’01
Catherine Graass ’06
James Graass ’04
Tanner Hakert ’06
Tate Hakert ’09
Meredith Hessel ’08
Tommy Hessel ’09
Andrew Jury ’02
Sam Kimichik ’05
Andrew Kleiman ’04
Zach Kleiman ’02
Ben Krakow ’08
Jack Kraus ’09
Nick Kraus ’06
Will Kraus ’04
Katherine Levy ’02
Lea Meyers ’09
Steven Mickey ’00
Michael Mosle ’08
Jordan Olschwanger ’05
Megan Olschwanger ’08
Katie Payne ’06
Whit Payne ’09
Mason Reiter ’04
Merrill Reiter ’01
Taylor Rohrich ’08
David Rote ’06
Margaret Rote ’03
Ward Rushton ’08
Jessica Westberry ’05
Emily Wisner ’04

1970s
Paula Ackerman ’79
Susan and Brett ’71 Blakey
Sarah ’77 and Sam Bloom
Tracy and Kevin ’76 Brand
Amy Brown ’78
Erik Charton ’77
Laura ’71 and David Cole
Emily ’73 and David ’68 Corrigan
Nancy ’79 and Greg Crook
Carrie and Kyle ’74 Ford
Barri ’78 and Chris Grossi
Gary Horowitz ’71
Jane and Michael ’75 Hurst
Hilary Jenkins ’78
Barbara and Scurry ’73 Johnson
Emily Jourdan ’75
Eugenia ’75 and Frank-Paul King
Ashley and Sam ’79 Leake
Greg Marquess ’79
Penny ’73 and Roy McClurg
Peggy ’73 and Dan Meyer
Jerry Miller ’77
Rhonda and Jeffrey ’74 Miller
Alison ’74 and David Monnich
Jeffrey Naimon and Carla Wheeler ’76
Robyn and Brian ’74 Neuhoff
Karen ’76 and Richard Pollock
Catherine and Will ’77 Rose
Anne and Chris ’72 Rote
Debbi ’74 and Barry Rothchild
Betsie ’78 and Jim Sears
Nils Sernovlds and Marjee Hocking ’78
Margaret ’77 and Glenn Solomon
Meredith and Barry ’79 Steinhardt
Candace and Max ’76 Swango
Michelle ’75 and Stewart Thomas
Leslie and Travis ’76 Wallace
Lucy ’78 and Steve Wrubel

1980s
Caroline and David ’81 Ackerman
Eddie Ackerman ’85
Kara ’89 and Douglas Carter
Dan Clifford and Shannon Morse ’80
Kevin Courtney and
Elizabeth Brown ’83
Jennifer ’82 and Mike Cronin
Kate and Nathan ’88 Dicker
Casey ’86 and Ross Fleming
Lisa and Chris ’83 Gannett
Mandy Ginsberg ’80
Laura ’86 and Brad Godkin
Ashley Greene ’84
Chris Harris ’87
Tjepke Heeringa and
Elizabeth Dodge ’83
Margaret ’89 and Brad Hirsch
Giggy ’81 and Peter Jacobson
Kathryn Kallison ’86
Miriam and Jeffrey ’86 Kitner
Mary and Tommy ’89 Mercer
Craig Meyers ’86
Amy and Matt ’88 Miller
Susan Moore ’81
Jon Morgan ’82 and Liz Seabury
Margaret and Jed ’82 Morse
Kristin ’89 and Aaron Ortega
Amanda ’83 and Jeff Rockow
Julie Silverman ’89
Samantha ’83 and Jay Simons
Nicole ’83 and Justin ’83 Small
Meredit ’85 and Andy Spence
Megan ’85 and Michael Stern
Denise and Chris ’83 Stewart
Katie and Joe ’88 Tauscher
Stuart Vetterick ’88
Aimee ’85 and Josh Whitaker
Christina and Allen ’89 White
Tiffany and Clayton ’83 Wilmer
Anne Yarbrough ’81
Priya ’85 and Eric Zeikus

2000s
Kate Barnett ’00
Kirby Brand ’05
Shelby Brand ’08
Celia Caldas ’02
Sloane Castleman ’08
Emily Church ’06
Will Church ’06
Caroline Cotten ’06
Claire Cramm ’07
Lindsay Dolan ’00
Catherine Duffy ’05
Tom Duffy ’02
Sarah Frazee ’01
Catherine Graass ’06
James Graass ’04
Tanner Hakert ’06
Tate Hakert ’09
Meredith Hessel ’08
Tommy Hessel ’09
Andrew Jury ’02
Sam Kimichik ’05
Andrew Kleiman ’04
Zach Kleiman ’02
Ben Krakow ’08
Jack Kraus ’09
Nick Kraus ’06
Will Kraus ’04
Katherine Levy ’02
Lea Meyers ’09
Steven Mickey ’00
Michael Mosle ’08
Jordan Olschwanger ’05
Megan Olschwanger ’08
Katie Payne ’06
Whit Payne ’09
Mason Reiter ’04
Merrill Reiter ’01
Taylor Rohrich ’08
David Rote ’06
Margaret Rote ’03
Ward Rushton ’08
Jessica Westberry ’05
Emily Wisner ’04

1970s
Paula Ackerman ’79
Susan and Brett ’71 Blakey
Sarah ’77 and Sam Bloom
Tracy and Kevin ’76 Brand
Amy Brown ’78
Erik Charton ’77
Laura ’71 and David Cole
Emily ’73 and David ’68 Corrigan
Nancy ’79 and Greg Crook
Carrie and Kyle ’74 Ford
Barri ’78 and Chris Grossi
Gary Horowitz ’71
Jane and Michael ’75 Hurst
Hilary Jenkins ’78
Barbara and Scurry ’73 Johnson
Emily Jourdan ’75
Eugenia ’75 and Frank-Paul King
Ashley and Sam ’79 Leake
Greg Marquess ’79
Penny ’73 and Roy McClurg
Peggy ’73 and Dan Meyer
Jerry Miller ’77
Rhonda and Jeffrey ’74 Miller
Alison ’74 and David Monnich
Jeffrey Naimon and Carla Wheeler ’76
Robyn and Brian ’74 Neuhoff
Karen ’76 and Richard Pollock
Catherine and Will ’77 Rose
Anne and Chris ’72 Rote
Debbi ’74 and Barry Rothchild
Betsie ’78 and Jim Sears
Nils Sernovlds and Marjee Hocking ’78
Margaret ’77 and Glenn Solomon
Meredith and Barry ’79 Steinhardt
Candace and Max ’76 Swango
Michelle ’75 and Stewart Thomas
Leslie and Travis ’76 Wallace
Lucy ’78 and Steve Wrubel
Parents of Alumni
Caroline and David '81 Ackerman
Ed Ackerman
Angelica and Josué Aguilar
Jacqueline and Max Anderson
Alice and Bill Barnett
Leslie and David Benners
Susan and Brett '71 Blakey
Lauryn and Jason Bloom
Sarah '77 and Sam Bloom
Brenda and Stuart Brand
Tracy and Kevin '76 Brand
Alice and Michael Brown
Lisa and Chuck Brown
Beth and Michael Brown
Jenny and Pete Bulban
Diane and Stuart Bumpas
Sally and Allen Butler
Tamara and David Campbell
Mary Cynthia and Bill Church
Jo and Stanley Cohen
Laura '71 and David Cole
Melissa and William Collins
Mary McDermott Cook
Susan and Chris Cooper
Emily '73 and David '68 Corrigan
Maryn R. Corrigan
Christina and Kendall Cotten
Hope and Gene Cramm
Angela and John Crates
Kitty and Tom Cross
Betsy and Bennett Cullum
Meghana and Harpreet Dhall
Sandy and Barry Diamond
Susan and Mike Dodge
Mary and David Dolan
Ellen and Mike Duffy
Talley Dunn
Sam and Tim Durst
Betsy and Richard Eiseman
Evey and Chip '61 Fagadau
Jeanne Fagadau
Ellen Feldman
Carrie and Kyle '74 Ford
Lewis and Paullette Frazee
Tom and Josie Fuller
Amar Gande and
Madhuri Vusinkala
Wendy and Paul Genender
Heather and Chris Gilker
Rebecca and Jack '64 Goetz
Ed Goff and Laura Chapuis
Susan and Jim Grass
Porchia Graham
Kim and Clark Griffith
Michelle and John Grimes
Buffie and Andrew Halle
Tania and Kevin Hardage
Fran and Charles Harris
Barbara and Jim Hazlewood
Jill and Paul Herz
Lillian and Greg Hessel
Linda and Phil Hodgson
Patrick Hoogendijk and
Lana Constantine
Angela Horowitz
Gary Horowitz '71
Jane and Michael '75 Hurt
Sandra and Rick Illes
Fran and Don Jackson
Gayle Johansen
Barbara and Scurry '73 Johnson
Marietta Scurry Johnson
Ronald Jones
Ann Frances and Cliff Jury
Jeffrey Kaplan and Lisa Newman
Jennifer and Tom Karol
Kirsten and Mike Kerrigan
Brigitte and Kimo Kinichik
Eugenia '75 and Frank-Paul King
Dana and David Kleiman
Rita and Jack Klein
Leslie '69 and Bob Krakow
Lisa and Peter Kraus
Tricia and Jim Krohn
Leslie and Michael Lanahan
Eleanor Laney
Ashley and Sam '79 Leake
Laura and Rick Lear
Tom Leatherbury and Pat Villareal
Carol and John Levy
Michelle and Bill Lockhart
Rayna and Michael Loeb
Catherine Lynn
Sheryl and Eric Maas
Jill and Brent Magnuson
Candace and Rich Martin
Mary Ann May
Penny '73 and Roy McClurg
Maryann and Vince McKelvey
Elise and John Meadows
Nancy and Rich Merrim
Peggy '73 and Dan Meyer
Esther and Michael Meyers
Rory and Howard Meyers
Bruce Mickey and Barbara Schultz
Patty and David Miller
Vicki and Brian Miller
Jennifer and Jon Mosle
Barbara and Bud Nichols
Ann and Paul Noonan
Kate and Mark Ogden
Donna and Larry Olsworth
Traci and Sean Owen
Dan Patterson
Wendy and Bill Payne
Lakeshia and Chris Peters
Sonia Philipson
Karen '76 and Richard Pollock
Monica and Toby Purdy
Ricki and Andy Rabin
Traci and Mark Ramsey
Leanne and Mark Reiter
Kathy Ritz
Clayton Roberts and
Cristie Columbus
Charlotte and Kevin Rogen
Margaret Rogers
Christine and Dick Rogoff
Rod Rohrich and Diane Gibby
Catherine and Will '77 Rose
Deedee Rose
Anne and Chris '72 Rote
Carol and Tony Ruggeri
Joyce Rutherford
Marcia and Steve Schaul
Betsy '78 and Jim Sears
Gowri and Alex Sharma
Rosemary and Zeke Shashoua
Samantha '83 and Jay Simons
Nancy and Jim Skochdopole
Lil and Greg Smith
Phyllis and Ron Steinhart
Randi Steinhart
Jan and Mike Stewart
Bill Stonaker and Tricia Wilson
Lisa and John Stone
Candace and Max '76 Swango
Michelle '75 and Stewart Thomas
Shannon and Jodie Thompson
Cynthia and Jean-Louis Trochu
Mark Varel
Mani Venkataraman and
Priya Manikandan
Hariann and David Wallenstein
Amy and Kelcy Warren
Lisa and George Warren
Aimee '85 and Josh Whitaker
Debbie and David Wiggans
Peggy and Rory Wisner
Sally and Barney Young

Friends and Former Faculty/Staff
Anonymous
Lora and Steve Brown
Barry Creel
Melisa and Jeff Dornill
Deb and Bill Dunne
Deborah Glover
Kerri '90 and David Goldfarb
Ellen and John Grimes
Charles Hansford
Maggie and Jeff Hollway
Kacy and Steve Holmes
Ashley and Sam '79 Leake
Coleta and Joe Lewis
Sarah Mathews
Pat Mattingly
Susan Moore '81
Barbara and Bud Nichols
Donna and Larry Olsworth
Theresa Overall
Leanne and Mark Reiter
Terri and Larry Sengbush
Samantha '83 and Jay Simons
Pat and Jim Stevens
Paul Wignall
Meredith and Rand Wighton

Donors by Constituency
The following list reflects giving from organizational donors and tribute gifts for the period June 1, 2015, to May 31, 2016. It includes cash contributions to annual, restricted, capital, and endowed funds.

Organizations
ABS Medical Clinic Inc.
Edward and Wilhelmina Ackerman Foundation
Albertsons Safeway
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Endowment Foundation
Anonymous (2)
AT&T Employee Giving Campaign
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Philip Theodore Bee Charitable Trust
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
M&A Brown Family Foundation
Charlotte Max Designs LLC
Clear Cove Capital, LLC
Communities Foundation of Texas
Correctional Food Services, Inc.
The Dallas Foundation
Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
Denbury
R.D. Eisman, Inc.
The Aaron and Catie Enrico Family Foundation
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Girl Scout Troop #4904
Goldman, Sachs & Company
Laura and Peter Grauer Foundation
Greenbriar Preston Hollow Restaurant, LLC
Hawk Partners LLC
Highland Capital Management, L.P.
Hoblinzelle Foundation
The ISN Charitable Giving Fund
Margaret Jonsson Family Foundation
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
The Jerry R. Junkins Family Foundation
Lamplighter Layers
Lamplighter Parents’ Association
Mann Mathematics II, LLC
The Marion W. Minton & Walter J. Minton Foundation Inc.
Modern Gynecology PLLC
Mora’s Income Tax Service Inc.
Morning Star Foundation
National Philanthropic Trust
Network for Good
Ntelicor, LP
Optimized, Inc.
ORIX USA Corporation
The Pinnell Foundation
Raymond James Charitable
Republic Property Group, LTD
RS Event Productions
Schwab Charitable Fund
Sengbush Studio, Inc.
Stevens Transport
Swag Stop, LLC
Target
Texas Instruments Foundation
Aaron and Jennifer Tobin Revocable Trust
Trilogy, LLC
Wells Fargo Matching Gifts Program
YourCause, LLC
20+ YEARS
Goldman, Sachs & Company 26
Kathey ’63 and Bruce Beddow 25
Linda and John Cauley 25
Liz Curlin 25
Sue McCullough 25
Pam and Ken O’Krent 25
Kathy Ritz 25
Diane and Stuart Bumpas 24
Rita and Jack Klein 22
Mary and David Dolan 21
Carol and John Levy 21
Michelle ’75 and Stewart Thomas 20
Anne Yarbrough ’81 20

15+ YEARS
Mary Cynthia and Bill Church 15
Kitty and Tom Cross 15
Ellen and John Grimes 15
Jim Hakert and Jayne Coleman 15
Jill and Paul Herz 15
Rayma and Michael Loeb 15
Johanna and Greg Nystrom 15
Cheryl and Greg Shulman 15
Reagan Tate 15
Sarah and Russell Weinberg 15

10+ YEARS
Allison and Chris Bovard 14
Angela and John Crates 14
Lillian and Greg Hessel 14
Andrew Jury ’02 14
Leslie ’69 and Bob Krakow 14
Lisa and Rick Levy 14
Kate and Mark Ogden 14
Karen ’76 and Richard Pollock 14
Catherine and Will ’77 Rose 14
Teri and Larry Sengbush 14
Sengbush Studio, Inc. 14
Ynetta and Dwayne Spencer 14
Phyllis and Ron Steinhart 14
Candace and Max ’76 Swango 14
Patricia and John Vermillion 14
Brenda and Stuart Brand 13
Lisa and Chuck Brown 13
Anne ’66 and Fernando Padilla 13
Lakesia and Chris Peters 13
Sonia Philipson 13

10+ YEARS
Ricky and Andy Rabin 13
Margaret ’77 and Glenn Solomon 13
Lyndsey and Jonathan Welch 13
Sally and Allen Butler 12
Jane and Michael ’75 Hurst 12
Giggy ’81 and Peter Jacobson 12
Angela and Marc Klein 12
Shari and Andy Krage 12
Vicki Raney 12
Mason Reiter ’04 12
Marcia and Steve Schaul 12
April and David Seeds 12
Laura and Andy Baughman 11
Leslie and David Benners 11
Jenny and Pete Bulban 11
Cragina and Dan Dover 11
Angela Horowitz 11
Gary Horowitz ’71 11
Mirjam and Chris Kirk 11
Lauren ’92 and Gregg Kupor 11
Kristen and Brian McCool 11
Bruce Mickey and Barbara Schultz 11
Cynthia and Jean-Louis Trochu 11
Bryant Wolf 11
Lucy ’78 and Steve Wrubel 11
Shonn and Clarence Brown 10
Launie and Joe Darlak 10
Catie and Aaron Enrico 10
Wendy and Paul Genender 10

5+ YEARS
Carrie and Josh Bays 9
Flauren ’90 and Jason Bender 9
Laurny and Jason Bloom 9
Naomi Bloom 9
Sarah and Zack Burdick 9
Melissa and William Collins 9
Angie and Father Chris Constantinides 9
Soume and Paul Foshee 9
Amar Gande and Madhuri Vusirikala 9
Keepers of the Flame

Mi Jung and Jim Warner 8  
Paula and Wallace Franklin 6  
Rekha and Uday Garadi 6  
David Gerber and Lara Johnson 6  
Michelle Hartmann 6  
Barbara and Jim Hazelwood 6  
Jerry Holzwieg and Marian Sackler 6  
Nicole and Brian Householder 6  
Sonia and Jatin Kakkar 6  
Brenna and Will Lambert 6  
Eleanor Laney 6  
Maria and Federico Marroquin 6  
Eva and Peter Mckee 6  
Dan Clifford and Shannon Morse ’80 6  
Brian N. Murawski 6  
Katie ’94 and Nathan Nelson 6  
Jonathan Oh 6  
Taen Oh 6  
Kristin ’89 and Aaron Ortega 6  
Jeff Peck 6  
Upendar Reddy and Tulika Jain 6  
Rachel and Josh Schumann 6  
Paul Stavetig and Gretchen Champion 6  
Baran Sumer and Jennifer Lowney 6  
Camie Swango ’10 6  
Paul Thomas 6  
Vaughn Vennerberg 6  
Emily Wisner ’04 6  
Arturo Aguilar and Gela Gallardo 5  
Abbey and Fallon Ahearn 5  
Basel Altrabulsi and Lana Hamwi 5  
Stacy and Tucker Anderson 5  
Bank of America Charitable Foundation 5  
Leslie and Steve Bledsoe 5  
Ana Bohanan 5  
Stephanie and Kevin Bowden 5  
Kirsty and Taylor Bowren 5  
Sarah Braley 5  
Matt Campbell 5  
Shea Castleman ’11 5  
Jean and John Cate 5  
Danielle and Jeff Cate 5  
Ashley and Robert Cathey 5  
Tania and Pat Conroy 5  
Pan and Jason Creel 5  
Lindsey and Nate Curtis 5  
Debbie and Chris Cuzalina 5  
Gloria and Joe Darlak 5  
Tiejpe Heeringa and Elizabeth Dodge ’83 5  
Riki and Randy Ebner 5  
Allegro and Rob Feito 5  
Robert Gross and Maya Leibman 5  
Cindy and Brian Hanson 5  
Liz ’90 and Jeff Helfrich 5  
Mark Henry and Marylene Leogier 5  
Joan and Zach Hill 5  
Eリン and Andrew Hillman 5  
Nils Senvalds and Marggee Hocking ’78 5  
Conrine and Clay Huffit 5  
Gayle Johansen 5  
Kathryn Kallison ’86 5  
Sunny and Craig Knochke 5  
Paige and Tom Kuchler 5  
Leslie and Michael Lanahan 5  
Amy and Philip Lang 5  
Brittany and Neal Lober 5  
Chris Malone 5  
Lindsey and Jay Martinson 5  
Elise and John Meadows 5  
Rhonda and Jeffrey ’74 Miller 5  
Jennifer and Jeff Morrison 5  
Judith and David Mullens 5  
Ellen and Marc Oescherger 5  
Nathan Ohler and Heather Roseberry 5  
Optimized, Inc. 5  
Natalie and Dirk Oudt 5  
Ana and Matt Owens 5  
Suzanne and Huy Phan 5  
Cherie and Jim Pickett 5  
Rebecca and Will Posten 5  
Ritu and Venu Rao 5  
Alesia and Ed Ritenour 5  
Tracy and Michael Roybal 5  
Betse ’78 and Jim Sears 5  
Rosemary and Zeke Shashoua 5  
Kiran Shivaswamy and Pushpa Mahalingam 5  
Cherie and Neal Small 5  
Lil and Greg Smith 5  
Rachel and Marc Stark 5  
Lisa and John Stone 5  
Amer Suleman and Mahwash Amer 5  
The ISN Charitable Giving Fund 5  
Mika and Nathan Thomas 5  
Rachel and Chris Trowbridge 5  
Suzanne and Chris Turner 5  
Harianne and David Wallenstein 5  
Marc Wallenstein ’90 5  
Christina and Allen ’89 White 5  
McKinley and Brandon Wier 5  
Tiffany and Clayton ’83 Wilmer 5  
Meredith and Rand Wrighton 5  
Alissa ’93 and Jordan Zachary 5  

We have made every effort to give proper credit to all who have so generously contributed to The Lamplighter School during the 2015–2016 fiscal year. We regret any omissions or errors, and request that any such oversight be reported to the Advancement Office at 214-369-9201 ext. 365 or advancement@thelamplighterschool.org.
The following reflects pledges and contributions received by May 31, 2016, to Lamplighter’s Endowed Funds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Endowment Fund</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Erik Jonsson Endowment for Teacher Development</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamplighter Faculty Professional Development Endowment</td>
<td>$27,185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamplighter Faculty Salary Support Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$283,732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamplighter Faculty/Staff Development Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$1,000,567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamplighter Financial Aid Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$85,787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamplighter General Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$853,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamplighter Media Center Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$35,549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamplighter Technology Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$48,568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chandler ’09, Cameron ’10 and Campbell ’12 Crates Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Jonsson Family Foundation Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Jerry R. Junkins Family Foundation Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kraus Family Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Patty and David Miller Family Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kate ’04 and Michael ’08 Mosle General Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$175,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Katie ’06 and Whit ’09 Payne General Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharma Family General Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klyde Warren ’13 Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Carty Faculty Professional Development Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lear Family Professional Development Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pollock Faculty Professional Development Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tang Family Fund for Professional Development</td>
<td>$25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumni Faculty Salary Support Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$236,948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Carty Faculty Salary Support Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPA Faculty Salary Support Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$1,188,926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang-Myers Family Financial Aid Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$51,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene McDermott Foundation Financial Aid Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Jess Merkle Family Foundation Financial Aid Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine ’10 and Matthew ’11 Pollock Financial Aid Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell Media Center Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The John W. Rose Media Center Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Corrigan Visiting Artist Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dooley Author Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Family Pre-Kindergarten Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$61,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne &amp; B.G. Porter Community Education Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Charles H. Rose Environmental Science Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie ’00 and Cody ’08 Thoma Patterson Environmental Science Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowed Fund for Music</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward-Purdy Faculty Diversity Endowment Fund</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Edward Alexander Rose Technology Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ford/Varel and Owen Families Technology Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Krakow Rushton Technology Endowed Fund</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Approximate Total of Permanently Endowed Funds** $6,241,019
In early 2003, Lamplighter established The Founders Legacy Society, which recognizes all donors who have chosen to support Lamplighter through a bequest. The society honors the commitment of Lamplighter’s founders, Natalie Murray and Sandy Swain, whose vision, passion, love of children, and determination created a school where the spirit and joy of learning are ignited in young minds and hearts for a lifetime.

Opening discussions regarding bequests with a few targeted individuals who are prospective donors to the upcoming campaign is an area that we intend to focus on during the 2016-2017 school year.

FOUNDERS LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS
To date, the following individuals have notified Lamplighter of their plans for the school:

Gail and Dan Cook
Karen and Kevin Crowder
Samantha and Tim Durst
Sheryl and Eric Maas
Pat Mattingly
Barbara Nichols
Angela and Joel Pittman
Marjorie Waters

Founders Legacy Society

Remembering Dr. Seymour Papert

On July 31, MIT Professor Dr. Seymour Papert passed at the age of 88. During the mid-1980s and early 1990s The Lamplighter School was one of a small handful of beta test sites for Speak and Spell and Logo (an early programming language for elementary children). Dr. Papert worked closely with a team of researchers to develop the first programmable robotics systems for children.

He wrote the following about his time researching at the School:

“The Lamplighter School in Dallas, TX, is the first elementary school where there were enough computers for children to have almost free access to them. The first space shuttle was about to go up, and in the tension of waiting for it appeared in many representations on screens all over the school.

‘Even the girls are making space ships.’ One girl told us. But we noticed that although everyone had space ships they did not make them the same way. Some programmed their space ships as if they had read a book on structured programming, in the top-down style of work that proceeds through careful planning to organize the work and by making subprocedures for every part under the hierarchical control of a superprocedure. Others seemed to work more like a painter than like this classical model of an engineer’s way of doing things. The painter-programmer would put a red blob on the screen and call over her friends (for it was more often, though not always, a girl) to admire the shuttle. After a while someone might say: ‘But it’s red, the shuttle is white.’ ‘Well, that’s the fire!’—came the reply—‘Now I’ll make the body.’ And so the shuttle would grow, taking shape through a kind of negotiation between students.”

Dr. Joan Hill, commenting on Papert’s words, said, “Doesn’t that still seem like our school today? And Papert wrote this all these years ago, but could that just as well be 30 or 40 years hence?”

This is one example of Dr. Papert’s observation of how Lamplighter students work. There are countless other observations that were made by him about our students, curriculum, and faculty. Over the years, retired teacher Sheila McCartor stayed in contact with Dr. Papert who was clearly a man ahead of his time. In 1990, Nintendo gave a significant grant to Dr. Papert’s research group to explore the value of video games in education. Today the web is filled with apps and games for smartphones and computers with a focus on education. Dr. Papert was a force in the progressive education movement, and Lamplighter students, faculty, and staff were fortunate to have benefited from the relationship with Dr. Papert and MIT. He will surely be missed.
Parents: If this issue is addressed to your son or daughter who no longer maintains a permanent residence in your home, please send us the correct address to the school address above or email it to advancement@thelamplightschool.org

**PLEASE JOIN US NOVEMBER 17**

**MATTINGLY AWARDED**

Pat Mattingly, throughout her 26-year career at Lamplighter, was a champion of teachers and students alike, advocating and promoting lifelong learning. Lamplighter is thrilled to announce Mattingly as the recipient of the 2016 Award for Excellence in Community Service in the Education category.

The award category is sponsored by Colleagues and Friends of Pat Mattingly and Alumni Families of the Lamplighter School.

Please join us to celebrate Mattingly at the 35th annual Awards for Excellence luncheon

Thursday, November 17, 2016, at the Fairmont Dallas

by purchasing or organizing a table in honor of Mattingly and the other remarkable recipients.

http://www.dallashistory.org/support/awards-for-excellence/